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Get the Habit by Taking Part in our Premium Contest
0. F. STEINH.AGEN JAMES J. MOORE
ENDS! HIS LIFE. IS COUNCILMAN.
COMMITS SUICIDE AT::A
MILITARY POST.
NO REASON IS KNOWN.
"Isit
10P14acJ Host of Friends Herb
Where He Formerly
Resided.
$
A SiRCEANT IN THE ARMY
(From Wednesday's Daily.)
Oswin F. Steinhagen is dead by
tis own hand.
The shocking news was received
in the city this morning and is .a
source of deepest regret to the wide
circle of the young man's friends
and admirers.
Sad News.
The distressing intelligence came
in a despatch to Judge James
Breathitt, as follows:
Leavenworth, Kea.,
Dec. 16, 1903.
Judge James Breathitt,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Os win Steinhagen committed sui-
cide last night. Can you communi-
cate with family as to disposition of
*
body? Answer. H. G. Harris. 3..
Judge Breathitt wired to the fami-
ly at Atlanta, Ga. Neither the man-
ner of the suicide _nor its cause is
' - known at present.
iliThe unfortunate young man was a
member of the Tvrentyeight battery,
field artillery, stationed at the Ft.
Leavenworth army post. He enter-
ed the regular army about two years
ago and had risen from th 3 ranks to
a position as sergeant and had been
making preparations to undergo an
examination for a promotion to a
lieutenancy.
Popular Here.
He was thirty-three years of age
and was a son of Prof. and Mrs. R.
Stein hagen, formerly of this city and
now residing at Atanta, Ga.
He lived in Hopkinsville a large
part of his life and few young men
had as many friends. He was bright
and entertaining, a capital conversa-
tionalist and storyteller,and a singer
of fine talent. His impulses were
generous and he was loyal and de-
voted to his friends.
Funeral Arrangements.
It has not been stated where the
burial of the body will take place.
The remains of his brother, the late
Rudolph Stein hagen who died three
:ears age in NewYork,were interred
in Hopewell cemetery.
, Do you use Whishey?
, Buy the purest from
Samuel ta Co.
7417IE OLD REP 8LE
Absolutely Pure
THERE IS ND SUBSTITUTE
IN COUNTY CHU MAN IS MISSING
LATE ORDERS OF LOCAL
INTEREST:
Overseers Are Appointed,-
Magistrate King to
Help Hymen.
Jas. A. Burehett has been appoint-
ed overseer of the Butler road from
Carroll's schoolhouse to the Todd
county line.
Bob Cox will see that the Belle-
view road from Belleview to the
Princeton road is properly worked.
E. W. Woodburn's resignation as
overseer of the Woodburn road from
the Greenville road to the poorhouse
was accepted and J. W. Jones was
named as his successor.
On his own motion F. J. Butler
wae appointed guardian of his two
children, Francis J. and Mary Clay-
toni Butler.
Oin his own motion J. C. Moss was
appointed administrator of the es-
tate of Mrs. Amanda Moss.
J. R. King, justice of the peace,
has been granted license to solemn-
ize the rites of matrimony with F.
W. Dollins as surety.
SPECIAL SERVICE
The Sunday-school of the Christian
church will bold a special Christinas
service on Sunday, December 20, at
9:30 o'clock, to which the public is
invited. The following program will
be rendered:
Opening Song—"Hallelujah 'Tis
Done" School
Prayer Prof. Cox
Children's Song 
 Mrs. Seargent's Class
Reading—"What Do Shepherds
Think?" Ruth Oldham
Violin Solo Miss Smithson
Bible Lesson—Matt. 2nd, 1st, 11th.
Song S
 K. C.
Recitation 
 Miss Rabold
Vocal Solo Miss Young
Reading H. D. Smith
Cornet Solo Walter Ward
Address—"Bethlehem to Calvary"
Prof. Smith
COLLECTION 
The collection at this service is for
the benefit of the Orphans' Home of
Louisville.
BENEDICTION.
Farmer's Right to Sell To-
bacco.
The question of the farmer's right
to sell tobacco again comes up. The
iuquiry is made whether, if a grower
of. tobacco sells tobacco of his own
growing by retail, and delivers the
purchase by mail, would such a
transaction be in violation of the in-
ternal revenue laws? He was ad-
vised that if the tobacco is in its nat-
ural state, not treated or manipula-
ted in any manner, it could thus be
sold and transported by mail, or by
any Other means, without it being
subject to tax.
Gets a Patent.
Mr. A. W. Pyle was notified today
from Washington that he had been
granted a patent on a bedolothing
and mattress clamp. He has an-
other valuable patent pending.
NO TRACE OF J. J. 0C-
BURN IS FOUND.
River Dragged For His Body.
-Reward Has Been
Offered.
J. J. Ogburn, who formerly resid-
ed at Pembroke, has mysteriously
disappeared from his home in Nash-
ville. A reward of $100 has been of-
fered for any information leading to
discovery. He disappeared nearly
a month ago while his mind was un-
balanced, and it was feared that he
may have thrown himself into the
river.
The Cumberland Was dragged
without result and the search then
pressed at various points where he
had relatives. Hundreds of circu-
lars were printed and distributed
and relatives and friends elsewhere
joined in the search. .
At the time Mr. Ogburn left home
he was wearing a black suit and hat
and wore a goatee. }le is a man of
fifty-eight, weighs 150 pounds and is
five feet nine inches tall.
THE TOBACCO BILL
MR. CAINES BRINCS UP
MEASURE.
In a speech in the house of repre-
sentatives, Monday, Congressman
John Wesley Gaines, of Tennessee,
took occasion to inform the house of
a bill which he had introduced for
the relief of the tobacco growers of
the South.
He said a tax was first placed on
tobacco for .the purpose of crush-
ing the Confederacy, and yet up to
the present time it has never been
repealed. He said the farmer and
the tobacco grower is compelled to
pay a tax of 6 cents a pound for the
privilege of twisting and stemming
tobacco. He said that no such law
existed in reference to the cotton or
corn growers, and the farmers of
Tennessee and the country are pro-
testing against this unjust tax. Mr.
Gaines said that, although it was
the plan to reduce taxation, yet the
secretary of the treasury, in his re-
port says that there was over $60,-
000,000 more of internal revenue
taxes collected last year that' before
the Spanish-American war taxes
were put in force.
He said the tobacco trust has con-
trol of every thing the farmers make
and produce, and it is responsible
for existing conditions. He said
give the farmer the right to trade in
his tobacco, and in that way he
would be able to maintain his indus-
try instead of having it wiped Gut
by the tobacco trust.
Co West.
A. V. Rutland, of Empire, and Er-
nest McCulley, of Madisouville,have
gone to the town of Shawnee, Okla.,
where they will engage in the hard-
ware business. Their families will
soon join them.
Buy your Xmas Whis-
Kies at Samuel QM Co.,
sign of the big barrel
and jug.
IS ELECTED BY UNANI-
MOUS VOTE.
TAKES OATH OF OFFICE
Saloon Licenses Fixed at
$500 and Granted to
Various Firms.
WILL MEET FRIDAY NICHT
The city council met Wednesday
night with Mayor Henry presiding
and the following councilmen pres-
ent: J. B. Galbreath, L. W. Whit-
low, L. H. Davis, J. K. rwyman, J.
B. Jackson and E. W. Glass.
Moore Elected.
James J. Moore was unanimously
elected councilman from the Sev-
enth ward to fill the vacancy caused
by the death of Councilman Dun-
can. Judge Douglas Bell adminis-
tered the oath of office and Mr.
Moore took his seat and was loudly
applauded by his many friends who
were present. Mr. Moore is engi-
neer at the Crescent Mills and a citi-
zen of sterling worth who will ably
represent his constituents. A peti-
tion was presented to the council
signed by nearly every Democratic
voter in the Seventh ward request-
ing his appointment.
Saloon Licenses.
The saloon license was fixed at
$500 for the year and wholesale beer
license at $100 a year and the follow-
ing saloon licenses were granted:
E. J. Daugherty dr CO., I. L. Rowe,
R. A. Elkin, A. D. Jones, T. W.
Wootton,Ed Summers,Ferd Schmitt,
Brackrogge Bros., Gates dt Co., Ho-
tel Latham, N. W. Kirkpatrick,
Cannon dt Henderson, W. A. P'Pool,
N. C. Drake, N. L. McKee, Samuel
dt Co. and W. R. Long.
Council then adjourned to meet
Friday night for election of officers.
Notice.
All parties holding claims against
the estate of Mrs. M. L. Buokhanan
will please file same, properly prov-
en, with me by Jan. 1. Also all who
are indebted to said estate will
please call and settle
Mrs. Fannie Dickinson, Adinx.
d8tdcw3t
NEW TRIAL
(Special to New Era.)
FRANKFORT, Ky., Dec. 16.—The
court of appeals today granted anew
trial to Garth Tompkins, col., of
Hopkins county, who was sentenced
to life imprisonment for the murder
of Jim Brame, a Christian county
negro. The court holds that the
testimony of Brarne's wife, who had
been formerly married to Tompkins,
was not valid.
Scott Named.
' Will Scott has been reappointed
postmaster at Dawson Springs.
Only the Best and
Purest Whishies at
at Samuel 4311 Co.
STRAYED
Bay horse, six years old, black
tail, blue cast in eye, scars on left
hindleg. EDMUND HARRISON
Bethel Female College.
Z*104ZZZ
Christmas
Presents
That Are Useful!
A CHASE
PLUSH LAPROBE
Best that is made
$1.50 to $10,
A Montana
..Buffalo Robe..
Wind and water proof
Worth $9; something fine
A Nice
Set of Harness.
From $5 up.
A Boy's or Man's
Riding Saddle.
2.50 to 20.00
Or a nice Briddle, Whip, Duch
and Leather Leggins. Come and
see what we have.
(Si
F1 AI YOST & COI
207, S. Main Street.
eZZet-w W.
Alft111=Ne.
TEACHERS TO MEET
AT CHURCH HILL ON NEXT
SATURDAY.
A Program of Much Interest
Is Arranged For the
Occasion.
The next meeting of the Christian
County Teachers' associationlwill be
held at Church Hill on Saturday,
Dec. 19, 1903, beginning at 10 o'clock
a. m. Let every teacher attend and
bring patrons and trustees to the
meeting. I should be glad to have
every teacher report to me at once
the amount of money that has been
expended for books for the district
library—the contest will close Jan.
1st, 1904.
The program for the association
follows:
Devotional exercises. . Rev. J. S. Pate
Welcome address. . Mr. W. H. Adams
Response Miss Lulu Earle
The Main Object of Education.....
J. H. Bruff, Miss Jessie Stevenson
School Discipline ....Miss Elizabeth
Rascoe and Mr. J. H. Browning
The Model Teacher 
Mr. J. M. Adams
Order on the Schdol Grounds 
.Miss Ettie Bruff
Mental Arithmetic Misses
Edith Williams, Elizabeth Nance
Work in the Elementary Grades..
Misses Lona Williams and Nettie
Shanklin
Reading Misses
Minnie Brame and Elizabeth Knight
Dinner
Orthography 
 Miss Birdie
Stowe and Mrs. Lucy L. Fisher
Correllation of Geography and His-
tory....R. T. Joiner, W. R. Cherry
Parsing and Diagraming. . Mispes
Elizabeth Green and lone Soyars
Physiology aud Hygiene 
 Dr. W. Williams
Pupils' Reading Circle and District
Libraries Misses
Mary Stoner and Katie Townes
The Teachers' Reading Circle
Books 
..Misses
Lulu Earle and CorneliaChambers
Miscellaneous business
Adjournment.
Katie McDaniel, Co. Supt.
W. R. Cherry, teacher, Dist. No. 55.
-421. • IOW
Tennessee white
Corn at Samuel al
Co's., $2 per gallon.
NEVI SURVEYOR.
Mr. J. 8. Keys Was Sworn In
Today.
(From Thursday's Daily.)
Mr. J. S. Keys was sworn in this
morning as surveyor. Mr. Keys was
elected in November to fill the unex-
pired term of the late J. W. Arm-
strong.
MAY NOT RECOVER
Mr. F. F. Tunks Receives
Stroke of Apoplexy.
(From Thursday's Daily.)
Mr. F. F. Tunks, 203 Mechanic
street, sustained a stroke of apoplexy
this morning at 3 o'clock. He is in a
critical cendition with little hope of
recovery. Mr. Tunks is 76 years old
and has been ill of a complication of
diseases for some time.
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Backed up by over a third of a century
of remarkable and uniform cures, a record
such as no other remedy for the diseases
and weaknesses peculiar to women ever
attained, the proprietors and: makers of
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription now fee:fully warranted in offering to tpay $5oo in
legal money for any case of I.eucorrhea,
Female Weakness, Prolapsus, or Falling of
Womb, which they cannot curt. All they
ask is a fair and reasonable trial of their
means of cure.
Very often a married woman or young
girl does not know who to tufo to for ad-
vice in circumstances where she dislikes to
talk with the family physician labout deli-
cate matters. At such times Write to Dr.
R. V. Pierce, chief consulting physician to
the Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute,
of Buffalo, N. Y., for free consultation and
advice, and the same will be held as sa-
credly confidential. It is foolish to consult
women friends or persons without medical
training.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription con-
tains no alcohol, is entirely vegetable and
was the first exclusively woman's tonic on
the market—it has sold more largely in
the past third of a century than any other
medicine for women.
All other compounds intended for women
only are made with alcohol, or 41cohol is a
large component—this alcohol injures the
nerves. The little red corpuseles of the
blood are shrunken by alcohol., All such
compounds, therefore, do harm.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets invigorate
the stomach, liver and bowels. Use them
with the 'Favorite Prescription" when a
pill is required. One is a lasative, two, •
mild cathartic
OZIAANLIS
ORIENTAL
SEXUAL
PILLS
•• •
Sae, Two% Pam
aire Ler hurtiostenifej
fittno alsolonramet•MME•Ifetoonsnoss, Solf. Olotruirt.
Lose of Noma% Mo. V JIM
rialto you a 8TNONG. V Ipe-
Ins Man. Price 61.04 6
&metal Olivet/ono I/algid
loxes. 06 oo.
filth sack Box. Adlintso
laliarti Sam fiblefaf CS..
ages Lug:Mama.
51. LOUIS. • ma
Illinois
Central
Railroad
TIME
CARD
Effective Sunday, Nov. 15th
NO. 338, DAILY.
Leaves Hopkinsville 810 a n"Arrives Princeton., 
 
" Paducah 
 074216 a
 ms  
" Cairo 11.35 am
Arrives St. Louis '16 p in
Arrives Chicago „WOO p m
•11,• •=•1•1•1
NO. 334, DAILY 
Leaves Hopkinsville 
 11:30 a mArrives Princeton 12-35 p m
Henderson. 
 0:00 p m
Evansville. 0:46 p m
Leaves Princeton 12:43 p tnArrives Louisville 5:36 p in
Leaves Princeton. 2'82 p mArrives Paducah. 4:16 p mArrives Memphis. 10:60 p mArrives New 0,Ielus MOO a m
NO MO DALLY .
Leaves Hopkinsville..,... 4i:30 p mArrives Princeton.. 6'30 p In
Leaves Princeton 
 8:03 a mArrives Louisville ...... ....7:50 a m
Leaves Princetuu 2;28 a mArrives Memphis 
 8:20 a m
4 4 New Orleans 7:56 p m
No 841 daily at. m
No 383 daily arrives 3:40 p m.
No 331 daily, arrives 11:10 p m
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A.
Louisville, Ky.
E M. SHERWOOD, Agent,
Hopkinavillet, Ky.
Nothing has ever equal1eL.
Nothing can evet surpas; ?t.
Dr. King's
New Discovery
For corarrisr-rioN FocaCOEr*._1111 amid
OLD, Seca OA
A Perfect For All Throat .ana
Cure: Lung Troubles.
Money back If It falls. Trial Bottles ftt
SENT PREE
to housekeepers
Liebig COMPANY'S
Extract of Beef
Cook Book
telling how to prare delic.f.t•
and delisious dishes
AeAross!.fcttift Co.. P. 0. Box, It t
•••,
04,
EASONABILIE StIGGESTI
LEE'S
LUSH PIASTER
A FO C TO THAT
TROUBLESOME COUCH
POMEROY'S EXTRA
'BELLADONNA PLASTER
WILL DRIVE AWAY
PAIN
TRY ONE AND .iTUDY RESULTS 1
MACK5 KIDNEY PLASTER
.44.IOVAY5 RELIABLE
*IA AV 4./F 411 ILIMEI,J. ELLWOOD LEE ED.017 Si44 I if
& Fowler.
mciFOR THE MEHAN Dizzy?Appetite poor? Bow;As
constipated? Tongue coated?
Head ache? It's your liver!CHRISTMAS TREE IS BE- Ayer's Pills are liver pills, all
vegetable. .113,°,:tV,°1:.. •INC PLANNED
The Inmates of Confederate
Home Will be Happily
Entertained.
Preparations are being made by
the Daughters of the Confederacy at
Louisville to give the Confederate
Veterans in the home at Pewee Val-
ley a Christmas tree.
The Daughters of the Confederacy
are hard at work on the plans for the
Christmas entertainment, and it will
be as enjoyable as the women can
make it. A big diener will be served
with turkey and all the accompani-
ments of a regular old-fashioned
Christmas dinner. This will be serv-
ed at noon and the tree will be light-
ed in the afternoon. It will be erect-
ed in the dining room at the home
and will be the biggest that can be
found. On it will be hung a gift for
each man at the home, and besides,
there will be candy, oranges, nuts
and plenty of pretty, bright faces of
maids and matrons to serve them to
the veterans.
• 
Cured Paralysis.
W. S. Bailey, P. 0. True, Texas,
writes: "My wife had been suffer-
ing five years with paralysis in her
arm, when I was persuaded to use
Ballard's Snow Liniment which cur-
ed her all right. I have also used it
for old sores, frost bites and skin
eruptions. It does the work." 26c,
50c, $1. Sold by Andersen Sr Fowler.
Making Improvements.
A new engine house and railroad
shop is being put up by the Cadiz
railro id near the depot in Cadiz.
Rector of St. Luke's
Aidiburnham, Ontario, Testifies To
The Good Qualities Of Chamber-
lain's Cough Remedy.
Ashburbham, Out., April 18, 1903—
I think it is only right that I should
tell you what a wonderful effect
Unamberlain'a Cough Remedy has
produced. The day before Easter I
was distressed with a cough and cold
that I did not think to be able to take
any duties the next day, as my voice
was almost choked by the cough.
The same day I received an order
from you for a bottle of your Cough
Remedy. I at once procured a sam-ple bottle and took about three doses
of the medicine. To my great reliefthe cough and cold had completelydisappeared and I was able to preachthree times on Easter day. I know
that this rapid and effective cure wasdue to your cough remedy. I make
CMS testimonial without solicitationbeing thankful to have found such aGod-sent remedy. Respt. yours,
E. A. Langfeldt, M. A.
• Rector of St. Luke's ChurchTo Chamberlain Medicine Co.
Thie remedy is for sale by L. L.Elgin.
Millionaire's Poor Stomach.
The worn-out stomach of the over-
fed cnillionare is otter paraded in
thr public Prints as a horrible exam-
ple of the evils attendant on the pos-
session of great wealth. But million-
aires are not the only ones who are
afflicted with bad stomachs. The
proportion is far greater among the
toilers. Dyspepsia and indigestion
are rampant among these people,
and they suffer for worse tortures
than the millionaire unless they
avail themselves of a standard medi-
cine like Green's August Flower,
which has been a favorite household
remedy for all stt mach troubles for
over thirry-fiv years. August
Flower rouses the torpid liver, thus
creating appetite and insuring per-fect digastion. It tones and vita-lizes the entire system and makeslife worth living, no matter what
your station. Trial bottles, 25c; reg•
ular size, 750. At all druggists.
It Keeps the Feet Warm
and Dry.
Ask today for Allen's Foot-Ease, apowder. It cures Chilblains, Swol-
len, Sweating, Sore, Aching, Damp
feet. At all druggists and shoe stores,250. o28-6w
Troubled with rheumatism? Then
why not do as others have dons—
take Dr. Thacher's Liver and Blood
Syron and be cured? I church, officiating.ass see -4e 
! Coughing CASTO R I A Spell CausedDeath.
Want your moustache or beard
a beautiful brown or rich black? Use
BUCKINGHAM'S DYEPIM CM. OP DRUGGISTS OR IL P. BALL * CO., NAPHIJ ?C. H.
SUCCESS ASSURED.
BURLEY CROWERS'S AS-
SOCIATION IS A CO.
President Hawkins Says that
He Is Pleaseed with
the Outlook.
President Hawkins, of the Kentuc-
ky Burley Tobacco Growers' associa-
tion, says that the prospects for the
success of the association were never
brighter. At a committee meeting
an address to the Burley tobacco
.,rowers was drawn up and fourteen
thousand copies of it are being print-
ed for distribution among them.
President Hawkins says the crop
this year is fully 25 per cent. short
and that if the growers sell now they
will be making a great and unneces-
sary sacrifice. The plan is for them
to oold out with the assurance of the
association that they will finally be
taken care of. When asked regard
ing the story of the failure of the as-
sociation to secure financial backing.
President Hawkins said: ` That is
partly true. We have failed in get-
ting our city consins to come to our
assistance with money to help our-
selves."
Stocks of leaf tobacco in all mar-
kets show a large reduction as com-
pared with conditions one month ago
Omitting New York, from which
point no report was received, the re
duction in all other markets amounts
to 8,000 hogsheads. Receipts at the
Western markets, with the exception
of Louisville, show a falling off as
compared with November 1; receipts
at Cincinnati were double those for
November, 1902. Deliveries for the
month were about the same for the
Western markets as for November 1,
and also as compared with the same
month last year.
Head About to Burst Prom Severe
:Bilious Attack.
"I had:a severe bilious attack and
felt like my head was about to burst
when I got hold of a free sample of
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Toblets. I took a dose of them after
supper and the next day felt like a
new man and have been feeling hap-
py every since," said Mr J.W.Smith
of Juliti, Texbs. For billousness,sto-
mach troubles and constipation these
tablets have no equal. Price 25c. For
sale by L. L. Elgin.
Stores Consolidated.
The two well known grocery estab-
lishments of Alexander Bros., and
W. T. Sanders, of Cadiz, have been
consolidated, making a strong as
well as a large concern.
The Lone Star State.
Down in Texas at Yoakum, is a big
dry geode firm of which Mr. J. M
Haller is the head. Mr. Haller on
one of his trips east to buy goods said
to a friend who was with him in the
palace car: "Here, take one of these
Little Early Risers upon redring and
you will be up early in the morning
feeling good." For the "dark brown"
taste, headache and that logy feeling
DeWitt'sLittle Early Risers are thebest pills to use. Sold by R.C. Hard-
wick.
Married.
Mr. Bazil Roberts and Mrs. Lisha
Pyle, of the Era neighborhood, were
united in marriage a few days ago,
Rev. Ciladdish, of the Methodist
For Infants and Children. . "Harry Duckwell, aged 25 years,
The Kind You Have Always Bought choked to death ea rly yesterday
imorning at his home n the presence
Bears the of his wife and child. He contracted
I Signature of ide;„44, a slight cold a few days ago and paid
but little attention to it. Yesterday
morning he was seized with a fit of
coughing which continued for some
time. His wife sent for a physician
but before he could arrive another
coughing spell came on and Duck-
well died from suffocation.—St.Louis
Globe Democrat, Dec. 1, 1901." Bal-
lard's Horehound Syrup would have
saved him. 26c, 50c and ;1. Sold by
Anderson & Fowler.
 IOW 
For Sale,
One of the most desirable resi-
dences on S. Virginia St., corner lot,
86 feet front by 286 feet deep. House
with beautiful shade and fruit trees
good cistern and all necessary uut-
buildings. All in excellent repair.
Price and terms reasonable.
Apply to Winfree St Knight, Agt.
tf
WEST KENTUCKY
ROSY PROSPECTS FOR
RAPID DEVELOPMENT.
Everybody Will Know the
tPennyrile Is the Earth's
Carden Spot.
There is every reason for thinking
Western Kentucky will develop
more rapidly in the nextdecade than
for several decades in the past. Not
only is the due. agriculturally and
commercially but from the point of
view of mining. All kinds of mines
are being opened as rapidly as men
and money can accomplish it and
the future is mere bright than at any
time in the past history of this sec-
tion, says the Henderson Gleaner.
The ignorance about this section
prevailing at the north and west is
as dense as it is pitiable to those peo-
ple and injurious to our folks here in
the south.
The truth is the south has the soil,
the climate and the other advant-
ages essential to a vast development.
She has also an immense supply of
labor, both weite and colored. Onefamiliar with conditions throughoutthis country and other parts of the
world cannot fail being impressed
with the marvelous unlimited source
of wealth the south possesses in its
suppty of labor, which needs only tobe properly trained and directed tpproduce wealth for itself ane its em-ployers beyond the dreams of ava-
rice.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
Digests all classes of food, tones and
strengthens the stomach and diges-
tive organs. Cures dyspepsia„ iudi
gestion, stomach troubles, and makes
rich, red blood, health and strength.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure rebuilds worn
out tissues, purifies, strengthens and
sweetens the stomach. Gov. G. W.Atkinson, of W. Va., says: "I have
used a number of bottles lif Kodel
Dyspepsia Cure and have found it tobe very effective and, indeed, a pow-
erful remedy ler stomach ailments. I
recommend it to my friends." Soldby B. C. Hardwick
Overby to Run.
Henderson Republicans are already
planning t) ut a congressional can-
didate in the field next year. Mr.
W. B. Overt-y has been selected as
that candidate at a conference of
Republican leaders.
 No•-•111.-
Bilious Colic Prevented •
Take a double dose of Chamber-
lain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy as soon as the first indica-
tion of the disease :appears and a
threatened attack may be warded off
Hundreds of people use the remedy
in this way with perfect success. For
sale by L. L. Elgin.
AT CHICAGO
(Special to New Era.)
WASHINGTON, Dec. 12.—The
Republican executive committee to-
day selected Chicago as the place
for holding next year's Republican
national convention.
The date will be June 21, 1904.
•-•-•--. _—
Mother Cray's Sweet Pow-
ders for Children.
Successfully used by Mother Gray,
nurse in the Children's Home in New
York, Cure Feverishness, Bad Stom-
ach, Teething Disorders, move and
regulate the Bowels and Destroy
Worms. Over 30,000 testimonials.
They never fail. At all druggists,
26c. Sample FREE. Address Allen
S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y. 026-6w
OnelainuteCoughCure
roe Goug6is. Colds and Cretipc
Announcement
I have purchased the
saloon and fixtures of
the W.W. Lacey Est.
s_. andwill conduct the
establishment in fu-
ture. Will keep the
best
•
Whisliey
Wines
Beer and
Cigars
And solicit your patronage. Good
service and satisfaction guaranteed.
SPECIAL LINE OF HOLIDAY
GOODS. Yours to please,
I. L ROWE.
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B"....4:NEss COLLEGE
LARGEST AND BEST
Seven Teachers Thirty TypewritersCheap Board Positions for Graduates
Handsome Catalogue Free Write fi,r one
•._LOCKYEAR'S_,s
BUSINESS COLLEGE
EVANSVILLE, IND.
110
eef*
If you d buy ciottiig of J T
WALL & CO you don' buy cloth-
ing right.
at‘
FINE
SHOES
Edwin Clapp's
Sample Shoes!
Just received. Sizes 6 1-2
and 7, B only. .All styles re-
presented in the line. Vice
and patents.
Worth $6.50,
For $5!
JT Wall&Co
'IPMPMMMAtiki, MWsaMMM
.•••••••=11•1•
J F Garnett Pm John B. Trice, Cashier.
Planters Bank& Trust Co
Capital, • $50,000.00.
Banking.
Deposits.
Loans.
LIBERAL
TREATMENT
CONSERVATIVE
POLICY.
Trust
Dept.
Acts as
Trustee,
Agent
Admr.,
Executor dre
Investments
Made.
Wills written
and cared for.
Office Corner 8th and Main Sts.
DIrSAFE DEPOSIT BOXES
Modern. Private. Secure for Any Valuables.
Call and see them.
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‘611N ENJOYABLE TRIP' TO HER CHURN
,t
18 PROMISED TO KEN-
TUCKY EDITORS.
Every County Represented
at Worlds Fair.—Ex-
hibit Notes.
The Kentucky Press association at
its midwinter meeting, held at Louis-
ville Wit week, unanimously ap-
proved the recommendation of the
executive committee of the organi-
zation to accept the invitation of the
Kentucky Exhibit association to at-
tend as its guest the ceremonies in-
cident to Kentucky Day at the
Louisiana Purchase exposition in
St Louis Thursday, June 2, 1904.
COUNTIES REPRESENTED.
There is no doubt now that all of
the hundred and nineteen counties
in Kentucky will have representa-
tion at the world's fair, if not in one
department, in another. The coun-
ty that doesn't show agricultural
products will probably be in the
mineral exhibit, and if not in the
mineral or agricultural displays will
have a place either in foreskry, edu-
cation, horticulture or live stock.
CAVE IN MINIATURE.
It has been suggested to the Ken-
tucky Exhibit association that it in-
clude in its space in the mines and
Metallurgy building a partial repro-
duction of the famous Mammoth
Cave. Chief Holmes of this depart-
ment has proposed to the associa-
tion that it out a hcle in the floor of
the building and with the liberal use
of transparencies made from views
of the "big hole in the ground," give
the visitor an insight into its
dens.
EXHIBITS IN BUILDING.
The building committee of the
Kentucky Exhibit association has
decided to abandon the plan of hav-
ing a rd081110 map in the center of
the first floor of the Kentucky build-
ing at the world's fair. In its place
there will be installed attractivei
exhibits of forestry and minerals.
These will probably be so tuilt as to
pierce the light well of the second
floor. They will be in addition to
the other exhibits, such as agricul-
ture, education, etc., in other parts
of the building.
Pleasant Event.
won-
Mrs. Henry Myers entertained at
flinch Saturday afternoon. There
were four tables of players and the
prize was won by Miss Bettie Hop-
per. Refreshments were served con-
sisting of a salad course, cakes and
Ices
Left Hopkinsville.
I he* thgbyeAl_t0 t. Vernon, Ind.,
—
"s,.....pellerefe I will still week for the Keel(
Gonnerman Co. sat parties wishing
aischinery please add iess me there.
J. M. Pepper.
Childrens rockers and chairs in
large variety at K.thch Furniture
Colo. 9th St. d to 24.
le WANTED—A good boy between
the ages or 14 and 16 years, who
a -waists to learn the watchmaking and
410,. jewelry business Apply to M. D.
s t,th,e
The printer made
us say last Satur=
day that our Sta=
tionery was Sta=
tionary. Thisis not
true for it is selling
rapidly. If you
want to make a
selection for Xmas
presents from the
swellest line you
have ever seen call
early before the
/ stock is broken.
L. L. ELGIN
Mrs. John Bell Leaves Her
Property,
•
The will of the late Mrs. Mary Bell
was prob'ated in the county court
clerk's office Friday afternoon and
ordered t.ci record. Sue divides her
property among her children and
grandchildren.
John H. Bell, Jr., is named am ex-
ecutor without bond, the paper ex-
pressing Complete eoniVenee in his
Integrity and businees.. ability to
make a just distribution of the estate.
The paper was witnessed by F. L.
Waller aed J. U. Duncan.
One 1-4-4-ndred Dollars a Box.
18 the value H. S. Tisdale, Summer-
ton, S. C.:4 places on DeWitt's Witch
Hazel Salve. He says: "I had th..
piles fir it) years. I tried many di;c-
tors and niedicines but all failed ex-
cept DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve.
cured me" It is a combination of
the healing properties of Witch Haz-
el with antiseptics and .einolliente;
relieves and permanently cures blind
bleedings itching and protruding
piles, sores, cuts, bruitnee eczema,
salt rheutn and all skin diseases.Sold
by R. C. Hardwick.
NOT LIKE TEDDY.
(ise.ecial to New Era)
WASHINGTON, Dec. 14.—Judson
W. Lyons, the negro Republican na-
tional cotnmftteeman from Georgia,
who is also the registrar of the
United States treasury and places
his name on all the greenbacks as
they &reissued, attended the banquet
given by Senator Hanna to the na-
tional committeemen Friday night at
the Ari1ngton Hotel in this city.
When National Committeeman Rob.
inson , of North Carolina, arrived and
found LYons present he left the hotel.
He said he came to Washington as a
gentleman and was going back home
as a gentleman.
.••••••••••••■..—.•••••
••••••
KENTUCKY FUTURITY.
• 'ar Nine Hundred Second
Payments Made.
Over t1900 second payments have
been m&de in the Kentucky Futurity
at Lexipgton for foals of this year.
Acting i Secretary Wilson believes
that th• list will run close to 1,000
which will be the largest number of
entriesisince 1898, when they num-
bered 1002. The Futurity is for 1906,
and will be worth $22,000. Some of
the mote prominent nominators and
their number of entries are: L. V.
Harkniss, New York, 32; Patchen
Wilke Farm, 20; Thomas W. Law-
stet, 11,iston, 19; Jacob Ruppert, New
York, 8; J. Malcolm Forbes, Boston,li,
14; P. . Plant, Macon, Ga., 10.
'OW 411.
I '
EARNINGS OF L. & N.
Comparative Statement of
Business in November.
The iLouisvile & Nashville Rail-
reed c4mparty has issued the follow-
ing ce;inperittive statement of esti-
mated 'gross earnings.
The fourth week of November, 1.03,
$860,250; corresponding week last
year, $822,633; increase, $37,617.
Tot a41 for four weeks of November,
1903. 0,088,685; corresponding period
,f las0,ear, $2,9Z6,463; increase, $132,-
222.
July! 1 to latest date this year, $15,-
670,2.4; corresponding period of last
year, $14,482,291; ieci ease, $1,187,811.
On Dec. 23, 24, 25. 30 and 31 and
Jan. 14 the I. C. R. R. will sell round
trip tickets to all points on their
Southern lines, including Yazoo and
Mississippi Valley R. R. also tL
pint si on St. Louis Division between
Paductali and St. Leuts, Cairo and
Ashlely, at rate of one and one-third
tare plus 25e. Return limit Jan. 4th.
E. M. Sherwood, agent.
Thel finest assortment of quart-
ered Oak Lbed room suites we lave
seen !s at Reach Furniture Co's.
place ion 9th St. They are beauties.
FOR BENT—Dwelling house on
east Side of South Main street—next
to W. S. Davidson's. Apply to
dtf HUNTER WOOD.
WETS VVON BY /II
MADISONVILLE CITIZENS
HAVE A THIRST.
The Prohibitionists Fought
Hard to Defeat the
Saloons.
The proposition as to whether or
not the sale of liquois should con-
tinue to be licensed iii iadisen% the
was voted on Saturday, and the IA ere
won by a weir rity of 2 9. l'rete7
bitioniets made a hard fight to oust
the saloons. A large body of chil-
dren marched Irian one voting piece
to another, singing songs and carry-
ing banner, and the various mine-
term of the various churche- anti the
ladies of the W. C. T. U. s, reed re-
freshments in front of each of th,
polls, but in spite of all thei- efforts
they were defeated by a majority of
elmost 2 to 1
To Move Away.
(Paducah News-Democrat.)
Mr. James B. Allensworth, a Hot -
kinsville lawyer. who has been in
the city several days prospecting for
a location, went to Louisville Tues-
day.
doll
Dyspepsia Cure
Diaests what you eat.
This preparation contains all of tho
digestants and digests all kinds of
food. Itgivesirstanfi teller and never
fails to cure It allms vou tc eat all
the food you want. T1-3., most sznsitive
stomachs can take it. By its "se many
thousands of dyspeptics hare been
cured after everything c.,:se failed. It
prevents formation of gas on the stom-
ach, relieving all distress after eating.
Dieting unnecessary. Pleasant to take.
It can't help
but do you good
Prepared only by E. a DEWITT & Co., Chicm0i
The se bottle cortains 2511 times the 504.1.
Sold by R. C Hardwick
Americanteauty
and P. C. Corsets
E x c lusive
designs and
latest fashion-
able models.
Over so new
and up-to date
styles to select
from. Made
from selected
wear-w ell
fabrics and
every pair
has our liber-
al guarantee.
Ask to see
them
White and
 Moll1111111ip 
PEMBROKE POINTS1
Mr. Ernest Shelton, a laundry
man of St. Louis, has been visiting
friends and relatives of Pembroke for
a week.
—Mr. K. P. Cross has r- turned
borne hem Florida.
—The Wilson Hardware Co., is
havieg consti ucted a large iron-clad
warehouse.
& Dickinson's livery sta-
ble was completed last week.
_
COUNTY INEBOINGS,
(From fuesday's Daily.)
Mr. Dennis Durham and Miss Su-
san Ann Pyle will be married tomor-
row evening at the residence of the
bride, ewer Larkin, the Rev W. E.
McChord officiating. The couple are
very popular young people in their
section and their wedding will be at-
tended by quite a number of friends.
DEITIBUTICTI
Red Front, opposite Court Hou:-4•,
We will distribute among our customers on
Tuesday, December 29, 1903,
THIRTY FIVE
PRESENTS
Now on Exhibition at our store as follows:
1st-1 marble top Dough Kneader &
Beaten Bisi uit Machine.
2-100 lbs Granulated Sugar.
3-1 Fancy Broom.
4-12 packages Arbuck les Coffee.
5 -I bbl. Finest. Patent Flour.
6—Year subscription to Independent
7-1 White Bowl and Pitcher.
8-1 box 101 cakes Pretty Soap.
The wedding of Mr. Joseph W. 9-1 Tin Water Set.
10-50 lb sack Family Flour.
11-1 box 50 Jocko Cigars.
12—Year subscription Kentuckian.
13-1 bbl Cuba Molasses.
11-20 lhs Granulated Sugar.
15-5 lb box Creameta Candy.
16— Elegant 12-piece Chamber Set.
17-24 lb sack Patent Flour.
1 18-10 lb Red Gravy Pam.
Miss Ellen May King
will be sideinnized at the home of
the bride, near Barnes, tomorrow
night by the Rev. J. W. Gant.
BLOOD POISON
Causer.1 Death of An Injured
Man.
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
Jim Quarles, colored, who was in-
jured by a train at Guthrie whie
stealing a ride recently died last
night at the home of Fiem Mc-
Reynolds on North Liberty street.
Blood poison set in which caused his
death.
Send the New Era to some at,-
sent friend or relation as a Christ- I
mas present.
19—Year sub. Weekly New Era.
'20—Extra large French Rat Trap
21-100 lbs. Granulated Sugar
22-12 packages Pyles Pearline
.3-1 Fancy Coal Vace.
24-8 lb box Ky. Diamond Tobacco.
25-6 qt Granate Bucket.
2 Year sob. Daily New Era.
27-6 CADS Ferndel Corn.
28-6 lb box 1 owney's Candy.
29—lb can Chase & Sanbourn's Seal
Brand Mocha and Java Coffee.
30-5 lb Red Duke Smoking Tobacco.
31-12 cakes Lana Oil Toilet Soap.
32—Year sub H-opkinevilleMessenger
33—One wooden top Dough Kneader
and Beaten Biscuit Machine.
34—Year sub. Ladies Home Journal.
35—One Elegant Parlor Lamp.
The Ones to Secure the Above Special Prem-
iums to Be Determined As Follows:
W I LIM &CO.
Wholesale GROCERSand Retail
Opp Court House Phone 116
1 Approaching!
THE HOLIDAYS ARE ALMOST ARRIVED!
?I And we wish to remind the fastidious buyer that the usual advantage rests
1 with the early purchaser. Here are a few of the dainty goods we have tooffer in the CHINA DEPARTMENT.
i Portrait Plates, Fancy Dec, Roll Trays,
After-Dinner Coffee Sets,
Chocolate Sets, Tete,a-Tete Tea Sets,
Kalamazoo Corset Co. - Beautiful Salad Sets,
KALAMAZOO, AVRIGAN Cracker Jars,
Sold and recommended 13,r 
Trinket Trays,
J H Anderson (ScCo Bon Bon and Puff Boxes,
1,1 Eiegant China & Cut Glass Jugs and Vases
We promptly obtain U. S. and Foreign
PATENTS
Send model, sketch or photo Of inVention for
free report on tentabi My. For free book.
How to Secure RADE-MAR SPatents and
GSANOWt.
OPPOSITE U.S PATENT OFFICE.
WASHINGTON. DC.
H. H. Golay 1
Successor to Layne St Vostley.
LIVERY & FEED STABLE.
Fuiteral, Party and Wedding
Work a Specialty.
r tr 7th & Vin. Sts. Tel. 82.
Hophinsville. KT
Ha,viland China Dinner :4iets,
Fine French Game Sets,
Cut Gla%s in Profusion,
Hhndsotne Carving Sets,
Rochester Nickehitver ware,
Pearl Handl•b Desert Knives and Forks, t
Decorated Lamps and Jardineres,
20 1847 Itiwers Bro's Silver Plated Ware,
.910
Chafing Dishes, Baking Dishes, Sze.
.20
>1_ . Come in when you have plenty of time to look through this mammoth
assortment. It is a pleasure to show you these goods aud if we tail to please it_
ou the fault is ours.
f nllForbcs Manuf g Co.t
&AkIWIRWPAMFM MWRWMM RAMMIMWMMA
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of the foul crime.
Body Discovered.
On the tollowitig Tuesday, Rural
Mail Carrier Co3 uer and Mr. Dor-
sett, of Pembroke, discovered the
body as they were driving along
on the Fairview road. It had
been uncovered by hogs and partly
devoured. The remains were remov-
ed to an undertaking shop in Pem-
broke and on the following day Cor-
oner Allensworth held an inquest,
and the following verdict was render-
ed:
"We, the jury, find the body before
us to be that of an unknown white
man who came to his death by hands
unknown to the jury; was killed on
the Pembroke and Fairview road one
and a half miles from Pembroke, on
the farm of R. T. Chilton. We find
one scar on right arm near elbow,
cut with a knife; hair black sett
rather long; had 01I black frock coat,
blue vest, gray and blue pants; with-
out shoes or hat. We find he was
dragged seventeen yards from where
he was murdered to a rick of rails.
His big toes were peculiarly shared,
both turtling in. He was heavy-set,
about five feet five inches tall."
Rewards Offered.
Gov. Beckham offered a reward of
$250 for the capture and conviction
of the murderers. Additiomil re-
wards of $100 by Pembroke citizens
and $50 by County Judge Fowler,
brieging the total up to $400, were
also offered. Pembroke offioers and
foreign detectives have been investi-
gating the murder several weeks.
By skillful work , Town Marshal
Joseph E. Jackson and Lawrence
Moore, who cooperated on the case,
traced the crime to the negroes who
are under arrest. A glove found in
in the woods near the place where
the killing occurred was found to be-
long to Frank Meriwether. Gashes
on the side of the tree led the officers
to believe that they had been made
by one of the murderers, who was
left handed, in cleaning his knife.
Suspicion pointed to George Hol-
land, well known as a left handed
fiddler at negro dances, who had
been acting peculiarly since the dis-
covery of the body. Friday mid-
night, Marshal Jackson and Mr.
Moore went to Holland's house and
placed him under arrest.
Made a Confession.
lie uninediat-dy aomitted the
crime and made a full confession.
implicating the other negroes. "1
ani guilty, and I ought to he hung,"
he told his captors. Finch, Garrott
and Mosely when arrested, admit-
ted they were in the gang and wit-
nessed the murder, but claim they
ran away when Holland cut the
stranger's throat. The other pris-
oners deny any knowledge of the
crime. Meriwether says Holland
is his enemy and accused him in or-
der to get him into trouble.
Meriwether is a powerfully built
young negro. All the prisoners are
of the lowest class of negroes. One
of them, Frank Massie, is an old
man. Holland claims he was given$1,50 of the money stolen and that
Carney kept about $100 in bills, say-
ing he would divid•A it when he could
get the money chahged.
Prompt Trial.
The crime in point of brutality and
cold bloodiness has perhape never
had a counterpart in Christian coun-
ty. Killings among the negroes at
"festivals" and dances have been all
too frequent, but mean whiskey,
jealousy and elemental passions
caused them. The killing of the
stranger on the Chilton farm has no
extenuating circumstances connect-
ed with it, and though the victim is
unknown, his cruel fate should be
speedily avenged by the law.
Mass Meeting Held.
A mass meeting of colored citizens
was held Mon. afternoon in the city
courtroom, Ned Turner presiding.
A large crowd of the best class of
colored citizens was present. The
following resolutions, reported by
a committee of which Councilman
Ed Glass was secretary, were unani-
mously adopted:
"We, the colored citizens of Chris-
tian county, In mass meeting assem-
bled In the city court room at Hop-
kinsville, this 14th day of December,
being cognizant of tt_e murder of an
unknown white man in this coutity,
near the town of Perithroke sometitne
in the month of November. and of
developments tending to show that
the said murder was committed rts
aforesaid by certain eolored or negro
men who have since been a. rested
and lorigi d in the county jail at Hop-
kinsville; end to this end that justice
be meted out to those who are guilty
and that a fair and speedy trial of
the accused be had through the reg
olar forms and channels of the law,
to conviction and just punishment of
the guilty. Therefore, be it
"Resolved, by this mass meeting
that we deprecate the foul and atro-
cious murder, and as law-abiding
and loyal citizens, we commend the
vigilant eff rts that have been put
forth to apprehend the guilty persons
and bring them face to face with
Justice, and speedily forcing them to
plead.iti the courts of this county to
the awful charge that confronts
them. Be it further
Resolved, that we petition the
Hon. Thomas P. Cook, judge of the
Christian circuit court, to bring said
accused persons to an immediate
trial if possible."
Frank Sherman, the ninth negro
implicated in the atrocious murder
of the unknown white man near
Pembroke, was brought to Hopkins-
ville Monday night by Marshal Jo-
seph E. Jackson and Deputy Law- ;
rence Moore, who arrested him that ,
morning at Howell, Indiana.
It is charged that Shernit.n, after
Fre Meriwether had mashed the
skull of their sleeping victim and
George Holland had cut his throat,
savagely mutilated and Legraded the
body in a manner so shocking as to
make the details to horrible to be
printed.
Bad Record.
Sherman flatly denies any knowl-
edge of the crime. He left Pembroke
S111111-, time after the discovery of the
body and Offieers Jackson and Moore
Just Received
An Elegant
Line of
NEW CLOAKS,
The Latest
Styles. and
100 MATTING,new pieces
All New and
Pretty Designs.
T. M. JONES.
Main St., HopKinsville, Ky.
learned of his probable whereabouts
Sunday and went at once to Howell.
They failed to find him that night,
but Monday morning located him at
work in the railroad yards and placed
him under arrest. He is about thirty-
five years old a,A1 has an evil repu-
tation about Pembroke. The officers
have sespect3d that he was the mur
derer of _a negro assassinated about
the frightfully butohered body was
discovered. Cnief Armstrong says
that a day or two before .the murder
a man answering the description of
the negroes' victim was in Hopkins-
yule sharpening knives, scissors, etc.
The file found near the body is the
sort used in sharpening saws, and
bears out the theory that the scissors
sharpener was the man slain. The
two years ago. He is a brother of Owensboro Inquirer makes the fol-
Will Sherman. the negro coal thief lowing suggestion:
who was killed in a duel with Con- "It is not impossible that the man
ductor Johnson, whom he fatally who was murdered was E. L. Wentz.
wounded. It is believed by Marshal theisd Pptelailreet jeliu phoiactonbilerllaionndelailres 
neverJackson that Sherman got a large 
ap 
mut of the money found by the fiends
bileaebli thioefatrrde ndp
since.
overH et h
was
ee countrytt; eon the murdered 111htl'•1 body.
with mime, end had possibly wan-
I dereil to toe ,.ounty, after traversing41.111
The people of Pembroke held a the state of 'relitiefifOe."
This theery hardly tenable, asmass meeting Monday night at the
opera house and a large crowd of the the clothe- worn by the murdered
representative citizens attende d.
Mr. J. W. Cross, cashier of time Farm
ers' & Merchaots' Bank, occupied the
chair. Money was subseribed to I m
ploy the Hun. James B. Garnett or
other counsel to assist in the prose-
Mass Meeting.
man were LiJuse• of a, tramp rather
than of a millionaire, and Wentz was
a young fellow while the stranger
killed near Pembroke was probably
thirty-five or forty years of age.
cution of the guilty parties. Pew- LATER: It is reported that thebroke is horrified over the terrible murdered nian was named Sandus-
crime and is anxious to see jus- ky, a cou.in of Capt. Sandusky. oftiee promptly meted out to the mei.- Cenral city. He was a saw,sharpeu-derers, er by ocetileit toe.
No Clue Found.
The Kind You Have iklstayS
..fa. OBS qr MIL •
The identity of the intirder*-d man 8Biguaearstrethe
is as much a mystery as on the day of .122‘
•
Grove's Tasteless Chill Tonichas stood the test 25 years. Average Annual Sales olio° 'One and altar Millionbottles. Does this record of merit appeal to you? No Cure, No Pay. 50c.Enclosed with every bottle is a Teri Cent package of Grove's Black Root Liver Pills.
IM111.1•11•11■B
0)3 Main Street THE RACKET
-
San silk 3
As1p1 oc:llsorfsor
Rich ar
0:d Stand
No place like Che RACKET when
you are looking for TOYS.
TIIE ItACICET.
103 South Main St.
S\
lod_ed in the county ja I chargedi
with committing one of t darkest
mu-deroue thoughts of the negroes
,............,"•~0^ .0".gatmAtar...--eco.-G.v.pa.ra........-rw
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CAPTURE OF BLACK
FIENDS SOLVES THE
MURDER MYSTERY
Harrowing Details Confessed Of One
Of the Most Terrible Crimes Ever
Committed In Western Ken-
tucky.--Brutes Arrested
By Alarshal Jackson
and Lawrence
Moore.
SLEEPING STRANGER SLAIN AND HOO110
Followed From PembroKe Where He Had
Displayed lion Of Bills In Saloon.--His
Head Masihed With Club and His
Throat Cut. -- Body Horribly
Mutilated and Face Buried.
EIGHT NEGROES ARE NOW IN THE COUNTY JAIL
Eight negroes chained together
a crap game, according to arrange-
were brought to Hopkinfiville Sun-
; mente made earlier in the evening,day morning from Pembroke and
: was to be played. Ed Mosely and
Ed Holland joined thete there. The
and most brutal crimes in the histo-
i ciowded from their minds the desirerv of this region.
for gambling and after staying aThe arrests were made biy Marshal
short time in the house they startedJoseph E. Jackson and Mr. Law-
1 . it) the direction of the sleepingetran-
rence Moore. 
ger.
Confessions by some of the prison-
era solve the Pembroke mrder mys-
tery, 
Murder.
which, with its devdlopments,! Silently the
has caused considerable eixcitement
in Christsan county sincel the grue-
some discovery on November 17th of I
,
the horribly mutilated bodyof an un-
known white man nnorI a rick of
rails on the Chilton farm. !
Robbery the Motive.
The negroes, in a fiendish manner,
murdered the unfortunate titian while
he slept, robbed the body of about
$100 and frightfully disfiguied the re-
mains to hide their awful cirime.
The identity of their victim Is still
unknown.
He was heavy set and kather low
in stature, and wore a Hack frock.
coat and light trousers. 140 was be-
tween thirty-five and forty years of
age, apparently, and had black hair
and a full beard.
On Saturday, Novemb4r 14, the
stranger walked into a ;daloon at
Pembroke and bought a quart bottle
of whisky and in paying or it dis-
played a large roll of
Saw the Money.
The money was seen with greedy
eyes by a gang of negroes ;who were
loafing about the bar. When the
white, man departed, six of the dar-
keys, after briefly plotting together,
stealthily followed him. They were
Frank Meriwether, George Holland,
Dick Carney, Frank Maesie, Charles
Finch and Bill Garrott. When tha
white man had gsue one wile and a
half from Pembroke on the; Fairview
road, be stopped at the edge of the
woods on R. 1'. Chilton's farm, built
a fire and sat by it, smoking. a pipe,'
unconscicus of the negroes who were
creeping towards him.
H. F. Hammock, a young farmer,
riding home :row Peinbrolt:43, passed
by and called to the man tir be care-
ful not to set the woods on fire. He
received no reply.
Went to Sleep
Finishing his pipe, the 
i 
stranger
lay down and in a few moments was
asleep.
The negroes, seeing that their in-
tended victim expected to Spend the
bight at his improvised camp, went
to the cabin of George Hollahd where
Mack fiends closed in
upon the poor fellow who, wrapped
in slumbere, was all oblivious of
his impending fate. Meriwether
who had an old ax handle as a weap-
on, was, in the lead. Near him was
George Holland, in whose hand was'
a large knife. The other negroes
were close behind. Meriwether
slipped from behind a tree under
which the stranger ley and stood
with his weapon uplifted ovar the
man's head.
Blow on the Head.
The fire,witi.th was burning bright-
ly, plainly marked the victim. With-
out warning the black brute dealt
the sleeping man a blow on the head
with the ax handle.
The stranger, with a groan of
ror and pain, at tempted to rise
Meriwether struck him twice more
on the head lih terrific force.
The body still qoivered, awl Geo.
Holland, thinking the wounds had
not been fatal, sprang on the pros-
trate form.
ter-
and
Cut His Throat.
Seizing the beard of the victim
then writhing in the throes of death
he forced 'tack tha head and thrust
his knife in the throat, cutting it
from ear to ear. When the body was
motionless, the negroes searched the
clothes. The pockets were rifled
and the money was taken in hand by
Dick Carney to distrilatte among the
murderers. To conceal evidences of
their appalling deed steos were tak-
en to dispose of the body. The hat.
shoes, socks and a valise of the slain
stranger were put on the fire.
Cut Off His Face.
An attempt was made to cut off
the man's face to prevent any chance
of his being recognized. Finding
this difficult to do, the front of the
head was beaten into a jelly and then
the face was removed with a knife
and given to one of the negroes to
bury. The body was dragged back
Into the woods and buried under a
pile of rails. The negroes cleaned
their blcody weapons and stole away
In different directioes from the scene
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DR. FENNER'S
KIDNEY and
Bnkache
di3ear of Kidneys.
Madder. Ut ,..ary Organs. ?Ilia
At-..itheumatism, Back
sehe AzartDisease Gravel j
)ropsy, Female Troubles.
Don't become discouraged. There is c
curs for you. if necessary write Dr. Fenner.
Ile has spent a ire time curing Just euch
cases ase yours. All consultations Free.
Your Kidney and Backache Cure has
:....ueea two very bad cases among our custo-
a.i'.;•s the past year whom the doctors bad
van up. J. L STILL & CO.. Woodland, Ia."
Druggists. 50c., Si. Ask for Cook Book—Free.
U.VITUS'DANCE Sure Cure. Circular. DrFenner. Fredonia.N.Y
J. 0. Coo'(.
nerpicidettG***•P
I
Writes Edw. Dodd of Dirkinson, N.
D., Nov. 8, 1899, not only cleanses
.the scalp from dandruff and pre-
vents thct hair from falling out, but
V premp)t—, a new growth. I have
9 only _lied three-fourths of a bottle
til 1.,a4 I now have more hair on my
--' head thr,n I have had for years. I
also find that Herpicide keeps the
hair soft and glossy.
0 lierpicIde Is the Only Prepares
tion That Will Kill the
Dandruff Germ. -Destroy the cause,
10 yen remove the effect."
Sold by Thomas ala. I rahern
*nil 100 in stamns tie- smopi,. r.
1 .. 4 R arpiej(10 (1,`  " -sty-fait Mich
Don't
You
Want
Own
Your
Own
Home
??
Por p
The South Ken
tucky Building &
Loan AAsociation
will help you on
easy monthly pay-
ments
If you want to
save money and be
getting interest on
it all tho time let
us Jiell you some
stock as an invest-
ment.
rticularA address
Henry C. Gant, Pres.
J. E. McPherson, Sec
A Time
Defying
Teeth
That look well,
fit well, wear well
and yet not expen-
sive. All work is
guaranteed.
Loulsvilic
• DCDtal paini. I was induced to try Ballard's
Parlors
REPULSED ATTACK
CREDITABLE ACTION OF
HOPKINSVILLE BOYS.
Company D Acted Like True
Soldiers Whitt) at Frankfort.
SinCe the return of Company D,
K. from Frankfort, there has
leaked out the particulars of an ex-
citing incident of the day which es-
caped the press of that city.
Tha incident occurred after the pa-
rade and review of the militia by the
governor, while the compaey was
drawn. up in close order in front of
the papitol Hotel preparatory to
unakibg a visit to the penitentiary
While standing there awaiting the
comMand to in we, a well dressed
young man attempted to break
through the line but was promptis
told that he could not do so. He then
appliled to Lieut. Clark, ho was in
charge of the company at that time,
fur permission to go through, the
lieutinant telling him that it was
agaitist orders and that he must go
around. He seemed to become in-
censed at this and declared he would
go through any how, the command
to march being given just at this
time.: The young man selected one
of the men who had no gun as the
pointi of his attack and made a rush
for tne line, but the soldier was one
of the largest and strongest in the
company and he seized his assailant
and pushed him away. Before he
could regain his equilibrium the corn
pany was upon him and one of the
gumOsecame entangled in the skirt
of bib overcoat tearing a great rent
in the garment while another struck
him in the temple cutting a slight
gash;, The company was halted and
the yiouug man rushed up to one of
the officers and called him a vile
namitt when the officer raised his
sworii and would have struck him
had his arm not been caught. Dur-
ing this time several of the company,
apprIsheadieg trouble, had fixed bay-
orteta and when several cf the friends
of tbie young man made as if to take
the Matter up it seemed that trouble
was I ibevitable, but the citizens
thoug
i
ht better of it and catching
holcnof their friend they retired from
theene. Two other companies of
sold4ers were on the spot and would
also have probably been involved
had i further trouble arisen. The
men:Ibers of the local company say
tbatithe young man was the son of a
pronliinent Lexington citizen.
Was afflicted with sciatica,"
writes Ed C. Nud, Iowaville, Sedg-
wic4 Co., Kan„ going about on
cruces and suffering a great deal of
Snoiv Liniment which relieved me.
I used three 50c bottles. It is the
greatest liniment I ever used. Have
recoinmended it to a number of per-
Sommers building, next to Court
sons; all express themselves as being
House, Hopkinsville,Ky. Tel. 168-3 henefItted by it. I now walk without
crutches, able to perform a great deal
of light labor on the farm." 25c, 50c
e ' andi$1. Said by Anderson & Fowler
YOU GET UP
_—Here in every
way. Dc
The articles we
sell are leaders.
Eidry Trouble Makes You Miserable.
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Ahead
'Their merits
have advanced
them above and
beyond all others
There is no stan-
ding still. Things
move out before
they get old.
New things are
here before their
novelty has worn
off. This stock of
DRUGS
contains things
that are needed
and things you
will see the need
of when you see
them.
We could not
in fairness to
ourselves make
prices lower.
THOMAS & TRAHERN,
Pearl City Pharmacy,
/ Odd Fellows Rid Hookineville,Ky
.DnfOTT P0"01
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WITH A LAME BACK
Almost everybody who reads the news-
paws is sure to know of the wonderfu
cures made by Dr
Kilmer's Swamp-Root,
the great kidney, livei
and bladder remedy.
It is the great medi-
cal triumph of the nine
teenth century; (its
t covered after years ot
.rientific research b)
Dr. Kilmer, the eri,i-
'aent kidney and biad-
4er specialist, and is
wonderfully successful in promptly curint
arr* back, kidney, bladder, uric acid trou-
oleS and Bright's Disease, which is the worst
form of kidney trouble.
pr. Kilmer's Sweinn.Root is nc,t rec-
)rnMended:'or everything but if you have kid-
leyi, liver cr bladder trolJoe it VI1 be founc
justIthe remedy you need. it has beer •estec
in 50 many ways, in hospital work, 'n privatc
prattice, among the helpless too poor 'o pur
char.e relief and has proveu so sucoessiut
every case that a special arrangerne-a has
beeh made by which all readers of ihis paper
-who have not already tried it, may we a
sample bottle sent free by mail, also a bIck
telling more about Swamp-Root and how tr
find out if you have kidney or bladder trouble.
When writing mention reading this generous
offer in this paper and
send your address to
Dr.:Klimer &Co.,Bing-
harfston, N. Y. The
rer )ar fifty cent and Horns of Semasp-Root
01041, WASS are sold by all good druggists.
Soft
Harness
You can make your her.
nese as soft as a glove
and as tough as wire by
using EUREKA liar..
nes. Oil. You can
lengthen its life—make it
last twice as le'-. as It
ordinarily woulcis
EUREKA
Harness Oil
makes spoor looking har-
ness like new. Made of
pure, heavy bodied oil, es-
pecially prepared to with-
stand the weather.
Sold everywhere
in cans—all sizes.
Made by STANDARD OIL Co.
BURGLAR'S tilORK
(From Friday's Daily.)
An unknown thief broke into the
store of W. W. Littlefield at the
forks of the Cadiz and Princeton
roads last night and secured two or
three dollars in money. The thieves
seemed to be after money only as
nothing else was taken. Entrance
was gained threugh one of the front
windows which Was prized (yen
Aiming the motley taken were sever-
al old and curieus coins by means of
which Mr. Littlefield hopes
ahle to trawe the thief.
THE PEOPLE ALL
to be
In Morns Cried, Give 17is Newbries
Herpicide.
This word of late has been in every-
one's mouth, and many are wondering
what the word signifies, though no one
has yet been found, who will deny that
NEWBRO'S 'HERPICIDE does the work.
Well, for the information of thousands of
people who like to know all about a good
thing, we would say that HERPICIDE
means, a destroyer or killer of "Herpes,"
Now "Herpes" is the family name of a
disease caused by various vegetable par-
asites. A similar microbe causes dan-
druff, itching scalp, and falling hair; this
Is the microbe that NEWBRO'S HERPI-
CME promptly destroys; after which the
hair grows. Sold by leading druggists.
Send 10c. in stamps for sample to The
Herpicide co., Detroit, Mich.
Thomas cn Trahern, :special Agents
FINED $28
But Theft of That Much
Was riot Proved.
The room of Mr. Henry Mabry at
the residence of Mr. J. M. Cayce, a
few miles south of this city, was
entered Tuesday night and $28 in
money and a pair of gloves were ta-
ken. Entrance was gained by break-
ing open a rear door, and the thief
escaped without leaving a clue. The
bloodhound was taken to the scene
twice, but no certain trail was found.
The only suspect arrested was Herve
Davy, but as rio evidence was found
against him the charge was not en-
tered. A pistol was found on his
person, however, and he was tried in
the county court and fined $28, for
payment of which he gave botici and
was released.
Cood for Children. -
['a pleasant to take and harmless
One Minute Cough Cure give immed-
iate relief in all cases of cough, cold
and lagrippe because it does not pass
immediately into the stomach but
takes effect right at the seat of the
trouble. It draws out the inflamma-
tion, heals and soothes acid cures per-
manently by enabling the lungs to
contribute pure life-giving and life-
sustaining oxygen to the blood and
tissues. Dr. Armstrong, of Delia,
Tex., prescribes it daily and says
there is no better cough medicine
made. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
Trust Those Who Have Tried
I suffered from catarrh of the worst
kind and never hoped for cure, but
Ely's Cream Balm seems to do even
that.—Oscar Ostrom, 45 Warren Ave.,
Chicago, Ill.
I suffered from catarrh; it got so
bad I could not work • I used Ely's
Cream Balm and am entirely well.—
A. C. Clarke, 341 Shawmut Ave.,
Boston, Mass.
The balm does not irritate or cause The influence of climatic condi-
sneezing. Sold by druggists at 50cts. tions in the cure of coneumption is
or mailed by Ely Brothers, 56 War- very much overdrawn. The poor pa-
ren St., New York. tient. and the rich patient too, can
do much better at home by proper
attention to food digestion, and a
regular use of German Syrup. Free
expecteration in the morning's made
certain by German Syrup, so is a
good night's rest and the absence of
that weakening cough and debilita-
ting night sweat. Restful nights and
the exhaustion due to coughing, the
greatest danger and dread of the con-
sumptive, can be prevented or stop-
ped by taking German Syrup liberal-
ly and regularly. Should you be able
to go to a warmer clime, you will
find that the thousands of consump-
tives there, the few who are benefit-
ted and regain strength are those
who use German Syrup. Trial bot-
tles, 25c; regular size, 75c. At all
druggists.
•
TIME OF WORDY
SELECTION OF PRESENTS
SOURCE OF TROUBLE.
Remember the Absent Dear
Ones—A Timely Sug-
gestion.
Christmas with its attendant joyt-
alnaost at hand and the questiot
of a suitable present for this or that
drar one or friend is causing many t,
brow to be puckered with worry.
the olci saying that "every rose ha
its thorn" is very true, and the se-
lection of presents is the thorn that
pricks the Christmas shopper.
Mother, father, brothers and sisters,
uncles and aunts, nephews and
nieces, coasins, grandfathers, grand-
mothers and grandchildren are all to
be provided for, to say notbing of tl e
irientie and acquaintances whom it
would not do to forget. The ex-
pense entailed upon the person who
has a number of presents to give is
also a cause of much worry for a
person of limited means must make
has selections largely by the price.
l'he stores are 'filled with nearly ev-
erything in the Christmas line ;and
the prices range from almost noth-
ing up to almost fabulous amounts.
Of all the friends or relatives who
should be especially remembered at
Christmas are those who are from
some cause forced to live away from
the rest of the family or community.
These do not anticipate the advent
of'the holidays with anything like
the degree of joy that they would
they were surrounded by loved ones
and for this fact the best should fall
to their lot. There is nothing that
persons situated in this manner ap-
preciate more than news from home
and therefore nothing would make a
more suitable or appreciated gift
than 's, subscription to the Daily or
Weekly New Era. The paper will
be mailed to any part of the United
States for $5.00 per year or $1.25 for
three months for the Daily or $1.00
per year for the Weekly. This
would answer the purpose of a letter
from home and the recipient of such
a gift coold always look forward
with certainty to its arrival at a
stated time. Then another feature
is that witb every 50e paid on sub-
scription to either paper you would
be entitled to a chance in the great
premium contest and while s ou
would be making some one else hap-
py it might be a case of casting
bread upon the waters which would
return to you many fold.
•A Costly Mistake.
Blunders are sometimes very exs
pensive. Occasionally life itself is
the price of a mistake, but you'll ne-
ver be wrong if you take Dr. King's
New Life Pills for dyspepsia, dizzi-
ness, heticiache, liver or bowel trou-
bles. They ,are gentle yet thorough.
25e at L. L. Elgin's and Cook & lug-
gin's drug stores.
0-4
An Era Wedding.
(From Friday's Daily.)
Mr. Levy Gamble and Miss Emma
Gamble were married yesterday af-
ternoon at 4 o'clock at the home of
the bride near Era by Bev W. E.
McChord. The couple are very.
prominent and popular in their
neighborhood.
CAT AR R H RET7MDV
Is Sure
TO GIVE
SAT ISPACTION
Ely's
Cream Balm
Gives Relief at Once
It cleanses, soothes
COLON HEM 
and heals the die.
eased membrame
It cures catarrh and drives away a cold tin
the head quickly. It isabsorbed. Heals and
protects the Membrane. Bestoree the
lenses of Taste and Smell, roll else 600, a
druggists or by mail; Trial size 10e by mall
ELY BROTH KRA
64 Warren St. New York
CII.A.SSITOTLX.sta..
Bears the The Kind You Have Always Bought
Signature
of
Climatic Cures.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cups
Digests what you sat
sv
4.
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MigetablePreparationforAs-
similating theFoodandRegula-
ting the Stomachs andBowels of
HILDHLN
•
PromotesDigestion,Cheerful-
nessandRest.Contains neither
,Morphine nor IlineraL
OT NARCOTIC.
•
law:oearoida-ssiWIZMVATR
RnwaftLs Semi-
Alx..faspaa •
Roe.L.1411 -
Anise Sate/ •
1:83fr ef=a.-4/60
Pfirrri,Seed -
=.weji4Xlvg
A perfect Remedy for sonstipa-
, Sour S totRach, Diarrhoea
Worms,Convulsions,Feverish-
ness and Loss OF SLEEP.
Fac Simile Signature of
46/41-aer
NEW YORK.
1/141
15 Dos's tic
CASTORIA
For Infants and Children.
The Kind You Have
Always Bought
Bears the
Signature
of
In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years
CASTORIA
tieS 01111/111111,1111.111.111111116 MIN NM NM
DR MOFFETT'S Cures Cholera -Infantum,
Diarrhoea,Dysentery, and
the Bowe/ Troubles of
Children of Any Age.
Aids Digestion, Regulates
EETHING POWDERS) the Bowels, Strengthens
NM. the Child and MakesCosts Only 25 cents at Druggists, TEETHING EASY.
Or mall 25 cents to C. J. MOFFETT. M. D., ST. LOUIS. MO.
orrice orb. Ff.. HARDY. Secretary of State, AUSTIN. Ter., Nov. 21, 1900.
I have found Dr. Mnffett's TEF.TH1NA a splendid remedy and aid for my teething children. When my oldest
ioy was,p, teething chili, every secceeding day warned us that we would inevitably lose him. 1 happened epos'
fEETII1NA, and began at once administering it to him, and his improvement was ma-ked in 21 hours, and from
hat day on he recuperated. I have constantly kent it and used it since with my children, and hare taken great
eleasure in sounding its praises to all mothers of young children. I found it invaluable vet, after the teething
;sided was passed. MM. D. H. HAF.DY.
Uhe Celebrated
German Specialist,
Prof.
Samuel
GOLDEN
Gives
Physical Treatment
1:1YMatosatte. 
The Greatest Treatment of the
20th Century.
Prof. Galden'thoroughly understands his profession. He grad-
uated in Germany 15 years ago, in 1888. Take advantage of this op-
pertunity all who wish to learn it, women or men.
Prof. Golden is prepared to teach this great science to any who
wish to learn THE MASSAGE TREATMENT. All the physicians
w411 tell you it is the greatest treatment of this age where any one
understiteds this great science and how to treat it in all its branch-
es. Prof. Golden is no M. D. but he does understand this physical
treatmeet.
This is jusc. what you are looking for, something to make you
strong, well and happy. Go and see him and be convinced.
Up Stairs, R. E. Cooper B'1'dg., Main St.
Over Planters Hardware Co. OFFICE HOURS-9 a. m. to 6 p. m.
BIM r 
Capital Paid In ...$100,000.00
Surplus  . 27,000.00
Henry C. Gant,
J. E McPherson,
H L McPherson,
• President
Cashier
▪ Asst. Cashier
We solitit the accounts of Firms, Corporations and Indiv id
uals, premising prompt, courteous treatment to all, and every
accommodation, consistent with conservative banking.
If contemplating opening an account, or making any change
in existing relations, would be glad to correspond with you.
PoiNve ping
Pen4raii:ihtp,
,ShorfhaiiC
7elefragh5e,
Assend For
attalopts
mei- BEST IS THE CHEAPEST 4:
14.1
4
Northeast Corner 2nd and Walnut Streets.
Seren experienced teachers, each one a specialist in his line. Gradu-
ates of this college preferred by business houses. School open all year
students can enter at any time. Business houses supplied with competen
office help.
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her of robberies in small potitoffices.
In each case it is a loss to the de-
partment.
A parcels post office would be con-
venient, especially to those Who do-
not live neor large cities. t n Ger-
many, for instance, it is posdible to
order almost anything by post and
to have it sent collect on delivery.
Most of the European countries have
a parcels post, but in America the
opposition of the private lexpress
companies has prevented 1t4 adop-
tion. United States Senator Platt is
president of One of the largest ot
these oompanies, and their influence
teseisetteveselowasseget...,, v.•
•
• . 
it.,•-•••••••q•••‘••••.•
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THE NEW ERA
—PUBLISHED:BY—
New Era Printing p Publish's' Co
HUNTER WOOD, President.
OFFICE:—New Era Building, Seventh
Street, near Main, Hopkinsville, Hy.
IS 1.00 A YEAR.
tteeelved at thel•apostaffloe in stopkinsvine
as second-class mail matter
Friday, Dec. 18, 1903
— 
CLUBBING RATES: —
—The WZBILY Nsw ERA and the following
miner One year:
Twice-ft-Week Courier-Journal 1.-51 50
Semi-Weekly St. Louis Republie... ... 1 50
Semi-Weekly Globe-Democrat . 1 75
Weekly Cincinnati Enquirer. 4 150
semi-Weekly Nashville American 4.... 1 50
Weekly Louisville Commercial 1 25
Tr -Weekly New York World ..... 1 65
Daily Louisville Post 4  p50
Rome and Farm is
National Magazine—Bcston ; .. 17
Weekly Atilt ntsConstitution ...... 1 75
Weekly New York Tribune .. 1 25
Trl-Weekly New York Tribune . . 175
Farmer's home Journal, new
su bee ri rs only. I 75
Special clubbing rates with any magazine
newspaper published in the United States
'COURT 0111E0'00 V.
CIRCUIT UOURT —First Monday in June
end fourth Monday in February and Sep-
tember.
QUARTERLY COURT—Second Mondays
In JanuarV, April. July and October.
FISCAL COURT—First Tuesday in April
s nd October.
COUNTY COURT—First Monday in every
month.
—ADVERTISING RATES:4
One inch, first insertion  $ 1 to
One inch, one month.   8 00
One inch, three months  60
One inch, six months. . . 91W
One Inch, one year .... . 15 10
Additional rates may he had by applies-
ion at the office.
t Transient, advertising must be paid for In
zdvance.
Charge* for yearly advertisements will be
collected quarterly.
All advertisements inserted without spac-
ed time will be chbrged for until ordered
ut.
Announcements of Marriages and Deaths,
t exceeding dye lines, and notices of
eaching published gratis.
Obituary Notices, Resolutions of Respect,
ncloi her similar notices. live cents per line
Postal Reform,
If the preseut scandals in the post.
office department arouse public at-
tentten to the general abuses and
possible reforms in our postal service
the evil doers in the department will
have unintentionally performed a
service to their country.
Much has been done toward curing
the second class mail abuses.;_All
alleged periodicals which are really
books, or simply advertising medi-
ums, or hava a free circulajlon, or
abuse the sample copy prOilege,
bane been placed in the _third; class.
News agents have been denied the
privilege of returning unsold matter
at the pound rate.
The consolidation of third and
fourth class matter into a single class
at the rate of one cent for every two
ounces has been proposed. I order
to distinguish between printed mat-
and merchandise which form the two
classes it is now necessary to ask an-
noying questions of those who send
the printed matter.
A bill has been introduced In con-
gress providing for one cent postage
and if the correction of ;second
class abuses is thorough, ?a
l 
one
cent postage would be possiblh with-
out great, or even any loss, to the
department. Such a reform' would
benefit the people, while the exces-
sive privileges in second O&M mat-
ter benefit chiefly the advertiser or
publisher.
Postal checks lave also been pro-
posed. For sending small sOms of
money through the postoffloe they
would be far mole convenient than
the present system of money orders.
These are expensive; and cause in-
in congress has been,great enough to
prevent a parcels post. The entire
post office department is now under
public scrutiny and this is the time
to advocate these useful reforms
which are prevented only by the
selfishness of private corporations.
Old Pennyrile Whis-
key, finest made for
family and medicinal
purposes at $,amuel
411). Co.
MOVEMENT ON FOOT
TO ROB MAYFIELD OF TO-
BACCO TRADE.
Louisville Warehouse Seek-
ing to Have Biggest Firm
Move Away.
Reports are numerous about the
city that one of the big Louisville to-
bacco warehouses has sent a repre-
sentative here to make propositions
to the big.warebouse firm of Ligon,
Allen & Company, to induce it to
rake stock in tl.e Louisville company
and quit this maiket and go there
and engage in the business, says the
Mayfield Messenger. Such a deal
has been discussed among them-
selves, but it is as easy to get blood
out of a turnip as to get one of the
parties to open up and give out the
details of the contemplated deal for
publication.
Nevertheless the scheme is on and
our readers need not be surprised at
the loss of some of our bi; tobacco
men at no distant day. Seine per-
sons seem to think that if such a
deal is consummated, it will be a
death blow to Mayfield's tobacco
market, and take from here some of
the enterprising tobacco men, who
have in days past done so much to
make this the greatest and largest
loose dark tobacco market in the
world.
Old mother Nature has never been
improved upon—sometimes she needs
a little assistance over hard places
though.
But when we assist her, the nearer
we keep to her own methods and pro-
cesses the better.
Sometimes the digestive organs
need help; we have indigestion. Pep-
sin is what nature has selected to do
the work of digestion in the stomach;
hence, the best help to digestion is
pepsin. The pleasantest and most
beneficial way to take pepsin is with
pure port wine, as combined in Wal-
ther's Peptonized Port, and sold by
Anderson & Fowler and J. 0. Cook
In that form. The port is itself a
valuable tonic.
Small size, 50 cents, large size, $1.
Pure Moth Carolina
Apple Brandy at Sam-
uel al Co's., sign of
big barrel and jug.
COMMISSIONER'S SALE.
Christian Circuit Court, Kentucky.
Zephis Childress, Od'n )
& others
Against Equity
Harry N. Childress
&others.
By virtue of a judgment and order
of sale of the Cheistian circuit court.
rendered at the February term there-
of, 1901, in the above cause I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the court-
house door in Hopkinsville, Ky., to
the highest bidder at public auction
on Monday the 4th day of January,
1904, at 11 o'clock a. m. or therea
convenience to the sender and re 
-
. bout (being county court day) upon
I a credit of six to twelve months, the
ceiver. Postal checks would also following described property, to wit:
A certain tract or parcel of land,prevent the excessive use of tstamps I situated in Christian county, Ky..
as money. Where small offices sell; and bounded 118 follows: Beginning
many stamps for this purpose the at a stone S. W
. corner of a tract of
1100 acres sold by Saltinstall and C.
salary of the postmaster ha to be ; L. Bradshaw; thence S. 89% E. 45
raised, and the large quautity of poles to a ston
e in the original line
of survey; thence N. 3. E. 200 poles
stamps which has to be kept con- to a stone ie the line of Weaver's
heirs; thence N. 81) si W. 24 poles to
stantly on hand increases the num- a stake in the middle of the Palmyra
road, the N. W. corner of said 100
acre survey; thence with middle of
said road S. 10 ,;,; W. 140 poles to a
stake or stone; thence with said road
S. N E. 683i to the beginning and
containing 5o3/4 acres.
Said land is being sold for division
and settlement.
For the purchase price the purchas-
er must execute bond with approved
surety or securities, bearing legal in-
terest from the day of sale until paid
and having the force and effect of a
replevin bond. Bidders will be pre-
pared to comply with these terms.
Frank Rives,
18w8t Master Commissioner.
People having fresh Jersey cows
or heavy springers for sale, ring 680
or call at Layne & Mosely's Sale
Stable. wit
• v... .••••••
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VAR QUER IDEAS 01110 WILL BE NO? CHIEF OFFICIALS
I INSPECT THE LINE.
ABOUT HOW THINGS
SHOULD BE DONE.
Many Citizens of Hopkins-
ville Frankly Admit They
Are Superstitious.
Several humorous incidents have
occurred in connection with the New
Era's premium contest, but none has
furnished more amusement than the
superstition shown by some of the
people when depositing their tickets
in the wheel.
A few days ago a promtnent Main
street business man paid his sub-
scription and would not put the tick-
ets in the wheel himself but ordered
that it should be done by the collect-
or. However, he was very careful
to give directions. that the tickets
should be placed in the wheel one at
a time,and that after each tickei; was
put in the wheel should be revolved
exactly three times.
Another gentleman had just writ-
ten his name on the tickets and was
about to drop them in the wheel
when a tramp walked in and the
gentleinau made him drop the tick-
ets into the wheel.
Another bewailed his forgetfulness
in letting the thirteenth day of the
month pass without puttiog his tick-
ets into the wheel on that day as he
said that contrary to the usual rule
the number thirteen was Iticky for
him.
Nearly every person names the
ticket for the premium they are
most anxious for as they are dropped
in.
However, they all seem to agree
that it is a rare opportunity to get
their money's worth, and probably
several times over, and they are
coming in in rapidly increasing num-
bers and either paying their sub-
scriptions or subscribing so as to get
chances. The contest will close in
just two weeks.
It is dangerous for one to take pat-
ent medicines of unknown cotnposi-
tion.
When a person is really sick, the
best course is to call a physician.
Often times, however, a person is run
down and out of sorts, without being
actually sick.
At such tunes a good common sense
digestive tonic is usually all that is
needed.
• Such a tonic is Walther's Pepton-
ized Port, which you can get at An-
derson & Fowler's and J. 0. Cook's.
It consists simply.of pure port wine
and pure pepsin. The first gives you
new blood, new life; the second
prompts a perfect performance of the
digestive functions.
Small size, 50 cents, large size, $1.
HIT BY TRAIN
Special Runs Into Wagon at
Cerulean.
(From Thursday's Daily.)
This morning as the special train
bearing the Tennessee Central offic-
ials passed Cerulean it struck a wag-
on, the driver having a narrow es-
cape.
The driver, Mr. Will Sizemore, at-
tempted to drive across the track
ahead of the train, but the pilot
struck the rear of the wagon and
tore it away, the mules becoming
frightened and running off.
Mr. Sizemore was thrown some
distance and badly bruised and his
back strained, but it is not thought
his injuries are serious.
AT POINT Of DEATH
Prof. Alexander Campbell Good-
win, superintendent of the Jefferson-
ville public schools and formerly
president of South Kentucky college
Is dying at his home on West Front
street in that city, his demise being
only a question of hours.
iitos 
0:5 ./th. 1131 '11 Co NIL X AI. •
Bears the lhe Kind You Have Always Bought
Signature Kent Bourbon and
of Tennessee Whiskey
$2 per gallon at Sam
uel al Co's.
MUCH SPECULATION AS
TO PLACES.
Ex-Senator Crenshaw
Garner Dalton Cet Good
Positions.
Speculation is busy at Frankfort
as to who will fill the appointive
places in the various executive de-
partments. Many of the minor pla-
ces have been filled, but most of the
chief offices are yet ui.filled. It is
stated that Edward 0. Leigh will re-
main as Governor Beckham's private
secretary, and that H. B. Hines will
retain his position as state inspector
and examiner.
Mr. R C. Cren,haw, of Christian
President J. C. Van Blarcom and? es and left over the
. a small party of capitalists interest- tral for Nashville,
ed in the Tennessee Central railroad peeted to arrive
arrived in the city at 9:30 o'clock afternoon.
and this morning over the Illinois Cen-
tral from St. Louis for the purpose'
of inspecting the new road from
Hopkinsville to Harriman.
The Party.
Besides ?resident Van Malcom
there were on board Vice President
N. C. Chapman, Estil McHenry, of
St. Louis, director; Charles F.
Spalding, of Chicago, stockholderr;
Mr. Dodd, of St. Louis, stockholder,
They were met at the station by
General Manager George A. Clark,
Superintendent W. A. Fox, Former
Mayor John A. Head and Mr. Curry,
of Nashville, and entered carriages
and were driven around the city. As
there arrival was unheralded no pub-
county, will tie assistant commis- lie welcome was given the party.
sioner of agriviilrore [leder Hubert Promptly at ten o'clock they board-
Vreeland, Mr. Gatlin Dalton, of ed their special train of three c tach-
GARNER DALTON.
this city, will have a lucrative posi-
tion under Audito-elect S. W. Hager.
Mr. Dalton is in Frankfort and has
already entered upon the discharge
of his duties, his special work being
the supervision of distillery tax re-
ports.
All sorts of rumors about appoint-
ments are afloat. That all are not
correct is shown in the following de-
spatch from Frankfort:
" statement in the morning paper
tipping W. F. Grayot for assistant
secretary of stAte Is enautiwtrized.
Secretary of Stnte-elect McChesney
states he has not made the selection
and Mr. Grayot says he hag not t4on
promised the place."
•••• 
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OF VITAL INTEREST
TO PHYSICIANS IS MON-
DAY'S MEETINC.
The Christian County Medical so-
ciety will meet in the city court
room Monday, 21st, at 10:30 a. m.
This morning meeting was called to
give more time for the transaction
of business and still admit a paperon
typhuid.fever. It is very earnestly
desired that every member shall be
present to take part ih the discussion
of matters of vital interest to every
physician in the county. The busl-
was interests of the profession will
be under consideration and every
mem be r should come prepared to
wake suggestions and heartily co-
operate. Annual election of officers
will take place.
"."/"•••••• •••••••••••••"%." /-.../Ne..." es/Nes" eses".""." zse%•••Nes
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Invitations worded as follows will
be issued this week:
Mr. and Mrs. James B. Wall
request your presence at the mar-
riage of their niece,
Sudie Belle Brame
and
Mr. William B. Ledford,
Thursday afternoon, December the
twenty-fourth, at five o'clock,
at their residence, Pennettstown,
Kentucky.
•••••••••• • 
- - -
Mr. With C. Bell io at home to
spend several weeks.
• '‘
- *eess - •
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Tennessee Cen-
where they ex-
at 5 o'clock this
Joint Agency.
A T. C. official who was in the city
today stated that the business of the
new road would be transacted
through the Illinois Central office
here, and that Mr. E. M. Sherwood,
the I. C. agent, would act in the sim-
ilar capacity for the Tennessee Cen-
tral. Mr. Sherwood has received no
official notification of his appoint-
ment and no orders in reference to
the matter from his road. General
Manager Fox told a New Era rep!e-
sentative, when asked who would be
the agent at Hopkinsville, that the
company had been so busy building
the road that no thought of had been
given to the minor details.
Famous Green Spring
WhisKey $3 per gal.;
ion at Samuel & Co.
'MURDERED MAN NS NOT SANDIJSKC
MAY HAVE BEEN NAMED EEL
Letter From Former Received By Mayor Henry.—Crocery-
man Darling Advances a New Theory In
Reference To the Tragedy.
dusky, the expert saw
The letter is as follows:
A letter from Dickson, Tenn., been home for thirteen years, on ac-
which was received by Mayor Henry count of drink. He said his mother
this morning, upsets the theory that owned a large farm at Paris, Ky.,
the unknown man who was found and from what he said to Mr. Dar-
murdered near Pembroke was San- ling the merchant inferred that a
regular allowance was furnished him,
as he claimed to be looking for a
I check for $240,but said he was four osfive days too early. After he receiv-
ed the check, which he said was to
I have read in the Nashville Daily be sent him here, he said he 'was go-
ing to make his way south where be
iutended to spend the winter with
a Mr. Nichols in Mississippi.
sharpener.
The Letter.
Mayor of Hopkinsville, Ky.,
Dear Sir—
News that a man by the name of
Sandusky was killed by a gang of
of negroes in your town some time
past. I was through your country
some time past and through that
whole country but nothing of that
kind happened to me. I am the San-
dusky that is related to Capt. San-
dusky of Central City. Ky., and am
enjoying good health. . I would like
to have the statement corrected fdr
my friends' and relatives' sake.
Respectfully yours,
J. E. Sandusky,
Pittsburg, Pa.
Mr. I. M. Darling, who owns a gro-
cery on the Butler road near the asy,
lum is the latest person to advance 14
theory as to the identity of the Un-
known man. Mr. Darting saes that
just after the November election a
stranger stopped at his store and, in
conversation said his name his name
was Russell and that he had not
The stranger was rather small of
statue, dark skinned, and from the
expoeure which he had undargone
and whisky he seemed to be older
than he really was.
Led Roving Life.
He said he preferred a roving life
and after taking to the n erchant he
spent the night in the church near
the store known as Higbland Chapel,
at which a series of meetings were
then being held. The man had a
small grip which he said contained
clock repairing tools. He spoke of
going into the neighborhood of Pem-
broke but said he wt,uld not reach
there until after he received his
check, and this would have made his
arrival there at just about the time
the murder was committed.
There Arc a Good Many
People who believe in giving practi-
cal presents. To these we
would suggest a
STEEL
RANGE...
Ii
#.011111111.
lb
There is certainly nothing that could
be more sensible or more useful in a
home and it can be put to work at A
once preparing the Christmas din-it'
nor.
We Have Many
Kinds of Ranges.
The VENUS and MARS in low
priced, medium or fine grades, but
we are especially enthusiast &boot
Buc
We can't help getting enthusiastic
over this range; we simply can't help
it. It is so absolutely satisfactory. We know that this range will give you
more real service and for a longer time than any other range.
We also have a large line of Heaters, Guns, Shells, Pistols, Carving
Sets and many other things for Christmas.
Planters Hardware Co.,
(INCORPORATED.)
PHONES.Hophinaville 1151 Gracer, 174,5
Pembroke connection.
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OVERCOATS!
We have a line of Overeats that in
style and price are second to none.
and we are able to save you from
20 to 50 per cent On your purchases
from us. We only ask you to give
us the pleasure of showing you our
overcoats.
Ask to see our
$5.00 Special
52 inch slash
pocket coat.
SKIRTS.
We ara carrying the largest stock
of Ladies Skirts in the city at prices
that are the lowest. We have a line
of Skirts that are up to date in every
way.
Do you want one?
Come to see us.
$1.00 to 4.00
HOSIERY.
THIC TOPSY BRAND
Ib THE BEST
Stocking on the market today. We
have them in Hack and fancy. They
are better and cheaper than any
other stocking on the market.
Buy a pair,
Try a pair,
Wear a pair.
CLOAKS.
'by we have the largest stock of
aks in the city, and are prices are
e lowest. If you are thinking of
•uying one do not fail to
See our styles
and get our prices.
„vevf
: ,
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Buy- Where a Dollar Gets the
Most Value.
Weigh all Prices==Printed or Spoken!
We are ready for the holiday rush Our early prediction, to make this
our 14iggest year, has been endorsed and we are ahead of any previous
business year.
Why is it? Well, we'll tell you why.
We are known as the greatest value givers in the county. We give you
honest treatment and do what we promise. We are leaders in styles and
always show the new goods first. Biggest Stock! Best Goods and Lowest
Prices, and we positively guarantee to save you from 10 to 20 per cent on
your purchases.
xiNflieve\gr
We gire now prepared to exhibit to the public in general one of of the most
desirable and well selected stocks of Useful Holiday Gifts ever shown in
the city or elsewhere. The early buyer can have the best selection and the
best attention, as buying early means much for one and all.
HandKerch's,
Silk
in Plain, Fancy
and Initials:
25c to 50c.
,
Gentsuosiery
. 
In all the newest
effects,
From 25c to 75c.
Silk
Neckwear
In Ascots, Puffs, Four-in-
Hands, Bows and Strings,
in all the latest shapes and
and designs, prices from
25C to 75c
1
Hats
In all the latest shapes, in
the John B. Stetson, at
3.50.
liandlierchvs,
Linen
In Plain, Fancy
and Initials.
10c, Mc, 25c. '
Piens & Boys Sweaters
.
Gloves
To suit everybody in
n Dressed a d Undressed
Kid for driving and street
wear with or without silk
lining in all the latest
shades, from
50c to 1.00
Fur F 1 ov es, Astrachan
Gloves, and Golf Gloves.
Caps
For Men and Boys in the
new shapes.
25c, 35c and 50c.
Something entirely
I new int
M
1
ens Holiday
:
,
Slippers,
1 75c, 1 00, 1.25. Jewelry
Everything the men wear
in Nickel and Gold Watch
Fobs, Scarf Pins, Cuff But-
tons.
--i---
SilK
Suspenders
FROM
50c to $1.00. Office Coats.Trunks and Bags.
Underwea We have a line of Underwear from 25c ar. Suit to 1.50. Ask to see them.
We have a fine collection of Walton, Smyrna, Moquet and
R.116, • Axminister Rugs, prices from $1.00 to $4:50; something
nice for a Christmas Gift.
A170
Hopliinsville's Greatest Store.
Winter Clothes.
We've got anything and ev-
erything you want in Suits.
Clothes that are np.cie right
and bonght from thw people
who know h9w the style
should be with price that
makes them sell. C,111 and
jet us sh.-rm our Clothing to
V011. speeial, discount on
na-n's snits.
Hats and Caps.
We have in our stock any
kind of a hat or cap that is
on the 'market. We are
agents for the
John B. Stetson Hat,
which we are selling at 1.50
cheoper than any other house
in town. Come to see us.
Our
SHOES
are Good
Shoes.
They're bUilt
to were. They
have the style
and finish.
They are
fitters, and we
have them in
Vici and Pat-
ent Vici,all the new toes and
lasts, and each and every
pair are solct under a guar-
antee
Christmas Furs.
Certainly nothing in the way
of Gifts would be more ac.
eeptable than a pretty Fur
Piece. Especially so in this
season, as the new collarless
coats make them an indis-
pensible dress accessory.
Black Cluney Clusters—Spe-
cial good values, sea nn
sonable, serviceable, I sin)
Sable Clusters—These are
honest, reliable Fur Pieces,
in the newest shapes, C nn
at 8 00, 6.00 and ()MU
tam :
• ,.•••••.
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Jesse Phillips,
Earlington Bank,
Earlington, Ky.
• Amp' 
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On Dec. 29, the New Era will distribute among
its subscribers 25 premiums as listed below.
,is h(4#41 iilide tts varied as possible so as to appeal to all and the Jucky
i k w 4- I I f4 (41 ',rend to win any oee or more of the valuable articles offer-s-  Ever% fi1if4 whii ent-rs this em.test is assured that perfectly fair and justt , , #V will he tied iii distributing the gifts atid each one stands just as goodh 1 i', a. H/11' 'tiler Tilt-4 premiums, which are now on display in the show
- ii ;' df 1,11.• Summers building, opposite Cooper's "Red Front" Grocery onNI 1, . I.., t sr us 101.10WS :
PREM. No. 1-1 barrel "Supreme" Patent
Flour, manufactured by Acme Mills& El-
evator Co.
PREM. No. 2—Geo.S.Parker "Lucky Curve"
Fountain Pen.
PitEM. No. 3—Elegant Far.uy Parlor Lamp,
with Globe, etc.
PREM. No. 4-1 doz. FineGentlemen'sHand-
kerchiefs.
PRIM No. 64.4 pair "Queen Quality" $8.50
Lartips' htL
littk14, No. Oinall t*t-lbi tabs dirt Moh-
fil'Ig Soiti “Ptititi Plitt etitovt
Nti%
ky WlthsmliOW1110
001 1111,1014 0411410 milk.
PM, No, 0-
 
Vino quf•lity tjavy Pinon,
and beatitifOt design Winter Lap Robe.
PREM. No. 9-1 genuine George Wostenho-
lm Razor.
• PREM. No. 10-1 year's subscription to Week-
ly New Era.
PREM. No. 11—$5.00 Ladies' Hat, to be se-
lected by winner.
PREM. No. 12-2 lb. box Lowney's fineCandy
PREM. No. 13—Ladies Silk Waist Pattern,
to be selected by winner.
PREM.' No. 14—Box of fifty "GoldStandard"
Cigars, manufactured by H. L. Lebkeuch-
er, Hopkinsville, Ky.
PREM. No. 15-1 guaranteed genuine Raw
Hie -Buggy Whip.
PREM. No. 16-1 pair Men's Fine Shoes.
PREMIUM No.17-1 Barrel Perfection-Patent
Flour, manuf'ed by Crescent Milling Co.
PREM. No. 18-5 lbs. Red Duke SmokingTo-
bacco, manufactured by Hopkinsville To-
bacco Mfg. co.
PREM. No.18-1 year's igubaeriptiob tonally
New ism.
Pithhtt t4til 00=1 14t 1iinit; tO
tio tiPitototiI Witifith
Notl=gHs I1 thitoot @shifiet
nods lay Wt
Plimit, No. 88-1 imuisome(ientletusn's Rid.
ing Bridle.
PREM. No. 23—year's subscription to Daily
Courier-Journal.
PREM. No. 24-1 best quality Single Barrel
12 guage Shot Gun. This gun is bored
- for either black or smokeless powder and
is fitted with automatic shell ejector.
PREM. No. 25-1 "Enterprise" Meat and
Vegetable Chopper. This machine has
four different size cutting blades and
will prove of inestimable value to the
housekeeper.
How the Contest will be Conducted.
For each 60c paid on subscription to either the WEEKLY or DAILYNEW ERA a blank ticket will be issued to such person on which he will
write his name and address, and it will be deposited in a large wheel which
will be sealed.
Al 1 O'clock on Dec. 29
a committee, composed of Mayor Jouett Henry, Judge Douglas Ball and Ma-jor E. B. Bassett, will open the wheel, after thoroughly mixing the tickets A
child will be blindfolded and will draw the tickets from the wheel one at a time.
This ticket will be taken charge of by the committee, and after judging of its
genuineness the name will be read aloud. The first prize will be given to the
person whose name is on the first ticket drawn from the wheel, the second prize
to the person whose name is on the second ticket and so on, until all the prizes
are given away. No other conditions apply to contestants except that ErOc must
be paid on subscription for every ticket.
Another feature is that persons living at a distance may send in their re-
mittances with the assurance that their tickets will be placed in the wheel and
that they will be PRO/IPTLY NOTIFIED in case they should draw a prize.
No person connected with the New Era in any manner, nor any member
of their families, will be allowed to participate in the contest.
All subscribers who are in arrears are urged to pay their subscriptions at
once and get their names in early.
Persons who do not now take either the Weekly or Daily are invited todo so and get as many chances as possible to win one or more of the prizes, as
under the conditions it is possible for one person to win them all.
The subscription prices will remain the same as before, $5.00 per year,$2.50 for six months, $1.25 for three months, or 10c per . week
for the Daily to any part of the United States The Weekly, the largest
and best weekly paper published in the country, $1.00 per year.
Get in early and feel assured your chance is as good as the next one, no
matter whether you have one or one hundred chances.
Send remittances to
New Era, Pub. Co.
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
sir DO NOT SEND STAMPS.
4
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STRUCK HIM WITH A SLUNGSHOT
AND DREW PISTOL ON HIM
STANLEY' CALL
Representative St i
Second district, la h.. It), s 
signed istat.frin. :
"Several Itepohl e
Dr. W. A. Lackey Has an Exciting Experience With Drug- Is,'t•lituCk av• oi
glst at the Western Kentucky Asylum.
(From Saturday's DailY).
Dr. Walter A. Lackey, assistant ph' sician at the Western Kentucky
Asylum for the Insane, was assaulted 1 at night by John Kingsley, the
druggist at the institution. There is a rule et the ssylum that any man
who ia found under the influence of liquer shall he immediately discharg-
ed. Dr. Ltsek•-y, who was in Charge in the absence ef the superintendent,
who was out of the city on buOness, hearing that Kingsley was in the city
drinking, advised his ft lends no to let the druggist go to the asylum In-
toxicated. Kingsley on hearing this became greatly offended and, going
to the asylum, attacked the physician. It is stated that' he struck Dr.
Lackey on the head with a slOngshet and drew a pistol on him.
A struggle between the mien followed and Kingsley was disarmed. The
druggist left the insitution at'oece and the police are looking for him.
•Kiegsley Is about twents-five years old and came to the asylum from Pen-
rod six w-eks ago.
TOOK MORPHINE
AND CUT THROAT
Princeton Man Ends His Life at His Mother's Home In
Eddyville.—Financial Trouble Caused the Act.
EDrili VILLE, Ky., Dec. 12.—(Special.)—J. S. Smith, an employe of
the Singer Sewing Machine Company, with headquarters at Princeton,
committed suicide tit the hom4 of hi 4 mother in this city last midnight.
After taking a large of morphine he cut hi throat from ear to ear. Finan-
cial troubles, it is supposed, inipelled the deed.
COLLETING THE TEN THOUSAND
DOLLARS T. C. SUBSCRIPTIONS
Money Is Being Paid In Promptly.—Official States First
Train Will Likely Arrive December 15.
Mr. D. R. Carpenter, right of way man for the Tennessee Central rail-
road, is in Hopkinsville, engtighd in collecting the $10,000 subscription
which was made to the railroad,by the eitisens of the city. The subscrip-
tions ate of v attune amounts tokle by eititetis Stitt fintilP and tho Work will
tia sabwilotiotio *hi bola* pteittotly1
tittitabto it Witty kiiittifil001-i t00% MAP(LlNgliatHla ftI IisW0104,11104 it6 IHES iiSet
88wiii tio 01,1 11114 ACC WAVII4 if0111 N10110101
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stroyed the saw mill of G. W. Ruise From Monday's Daily)
Mrs. Willie Radford Pasmore hasat Bennettstown Friday night .i A
returned to Pembroke after a visit tolot of lumber was also consume* the Mrs. James H. Anderson.
total loss being about $600 with no
Miss Aillene Johnson, of Owens-
Saw MIII Burned'
Fire,of unknown origin totally de-
ihsurance.
- - 
bone is vieiting her aunt, Mrs. James
A grain of sand in the eye i can M. Green•
cause excruciating agony. A gittiti Mr. H. M. Dalton spent Sunday
of pepper in place of the grain of tere with his family, and4returned
sand intensifies the torment. Tf1,13 this morning to Princeton, Ind.pain is not confined to the organa af-
fected. The whole body feels the
shock of that little irritating particle.
It is so when there is any derange-
ment or .disorder of the delicate Mrs. R. H. Wilson, of Gracey, is
womanly organs. The disorder May visiting her sister, Mrs. M. J. Under-
seem trivial but the whole body eeta wood.
It. The nervous system is d1sotilet-1
ed. rhere are fretfulness, irritabili- r position with J. T. Wall & Co.ty, sullenness and depression of
I spirits. The gener .1 health of wpm- Miss Irene Lloyd, of Pembroke,
man depends on the local healtb of ' w" shopping in the city today..
the organs peculiarly feminine. iRe- Mr. John Y. Thomas, the popular
move tile drains, ulcerations, hear- shoe drummer, of this city, is at
lug down pains, and other afflictions heme for the holidays.
of %vomit), and the whole body feels
the benefit. Dr. Pierce's Fa.vdrite I (From Saturday's Daily)
Mr. George E. Gary is at Adair-Prescription is a specific for the his-
eases that undermine the strength of ville on a hunting trip.
women. It is free from opium, co- Dr. W. W. Ray returned this mor-
caine and other narcotics, poiSons fling from Lexingtoti.
which enter into many other prePar-
Mr. W. A. Wil;us returned fromations for wotnan's use. It makes
Louisville this morning.weak women strong and sick women
well.
Small Dividend.
A meeting of the Canton, Cadiz &
Hopkinsville Turnpike Co., was leld
a few days ago and a 2 per cent divi-
dend Was declared. The old tidal d
of directors WAS reelected. ;
RECEIPTS INCREASE
Revenue Collections Crow-
ing Fast In this District. -
The revenue collections for ibis
district are growing very rapidly.
Tbe receipts for November of tliis
year exceed those of November 1902
by $28,778 79. Collector Franks On-
fidently expects the receipts for the
fiscal year to break all records for
the district.
Am04,46.4.11•11.../41101444014410/4411.1e-4:1; AP:
Mrs. Preston Thomas and litt'e
daughter have returned from
Mr. R Alert C. West bac; accepted a
Eagene W. Brown of Hopkins
ville is visiting his sister Miss Sallie
Brown of Madisonville.— Glenn's
Graphic.
Mr. L. L. Richards, of Hopkins-
ville, spent Sunday in the city 
Mrs. J. S. Givens, of Hopkinsville,
was in town yesterday en route to
Hopkiosville—Madisonville Hustler.
Col. W. H. Jesup, wife and grand-
son, William, of Hopkinsville,
'spent several days this week on
their farm near the city, attendingito the hog killiog.—Fairview Re-
view.
Mrs. Marie Sonntag, who has been
the guest of Mrs. W. R. Howell, re-
turned to Evansville this rcorning.
Notice.
All parties holding claims against
the estate of Mrs. M. L. Buckhanan
will please the same, properly prov-
en, with me by Jan. 1. Also all who
are indebted to said estate will
please call and settle
Mrs. Fannie Dickinson, Adn3x.
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There is more catarrh in
doe of the country than
liatitettfe.*: :),..LItt, s
curable. For a grew iii.‘
doctors d it a 1,- -
and prescrib,- Incal remcda--,
by constantiv failing to (tor, wit ,
cal treatment, proneuticed it I. c
ble. Science hats proveli c tat 
be a constitutional.d14.ease
tore requires cells: 1.10 hal tr,
meet. Cara, th tiiiiini-
factured by F. J. Cheney & Co., To-
ledo, 0., is the only constitutioliat
cure on the market. It is take,' -
ternally in dos,4,4 from eti oreps
teaspoonful. It acts directly out the
blood and mucous siirtaces of the
system. They offer one hundred del-
lars for any case it fails to cure. Send
for oirculare and testiltioniii is.
Address F. J. CHENEV & CO.
l'olede, (do .
Sold by druggist*, 75c.
Hall's Family pei, are the ,-est.
,•••
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ail 111 !WI
A Frightened Horse,
Running like mad dew(' t streei,
dumping the occupants, or a hued,. d
other accidents, are every (Inv (teen-
rences. It behooves evera body te
have a reliable salve handy, awl
there's none as good as BSC/kb-WA
Arnica Salve. Burns, cuts, Louses,
sores, eczema and piles diSapoear
quickly under its soothing effect. 25e
at L. L. Elgin and Cook & Higgin's
drug stores.
•••••11.1b. -•••• •
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where they eat the tender wheat
much in the , ame manner as it is
grazed by cows. At times though
they dig the wheat up by the roots
when the crop le greatly damaged.
At night they roost on the numerous
ponds and small streams. The geese,
are very wary and notwithstanding
the fact that some of the best huut-
ers have gone after them very few
have been killed. Since the cold
weather of the past few days the
geese have begun to move south-
ward and if the cold weather contin-
ues any length of time the fields here
will probably be forsaken.
Heart Fluttering.
Undigested food and gas in the
stomach, located just below the
heart, presses against against it
and causes heart palpitation. When
your heart troubles you that way
take Herbine for a few days. You
will soon be all right. 50c. Sold by
Anderson & Fowler.
Sells Meat Shop.
.Jas. F. Rogers has sold his meat
shop on Virginia street to Mr. H. B
Killebrew, who will take charge on
Dec. 26. Mr. Killibrew is how liv-
ing on the farm of Mrs. L. V. Ad-
am -, t ut will move to this city.
One Hundred Dollars a Box.
Is the value H. S. Tisdale, Summer-
ton, S. C., places on DeWitt's Witch
Hazel Salve. He says: "I had the
piles for 20 years. I tried many doc-
tors and medicines but all failed ex-
cept DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve.
cured me." It is a combination of
the healing properties of Witch Haz-
el with antiseptics and emollients;
relieves and permanently cures blind
bleeding, itching and protruding
piles, sores, cuts, bruises, eczema,
salt rheum and all skin diseases.Sold
by R. C. Hardwick.
---1.011114.
Timber Land for Sale.
I have for sale 185 acree of land
situated seven miles northwest of
Hopkinsville, sixty acres under cul-
tivation: one hundred and twenty•
five acres fine timber. Title clear.
Price reasonable. For further infor-
mation address
Fd6twIt
relkakipti****-,44w...piNg‘0%101*.Ft 
"
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Ayers
VOIO1V•1111111C2••
Bald? Scalp shiny and a in?
Then its probably too Lau.
You neglected d.ndruff. If
you had only taken our ad- p,
vice, you would have cured
Hair Vioi
the dandruff, saved your hair,
and added much to it. I;
not entirely bald, now is your .
opportunity. Improve it.
I have used Ayer's Hair Vigor for over 10
years. I an now Si years old and ila VP II heavy
growth of rkh brown hair, due, I think, en-
tirely to Ayer's Hair Visor."
Mac )4 A. Kaiv. Belleville.
11.011 a bottlw. J. C. ATI 00..
f""'All dru or Loeta
Good Hair
wox!CTION IS URGED
•
BY COMMERCIAL CON-
VENTION.
Suggests That All Towns
Avail Themselves of
the Amendment.
%Secretary Peyton N. Clarke, of the
committee appointed at the last state
Commercial convention at Louisville
to conduct the campaign for the con-
stitutional amendment, permitting
towns and cities . to fix their own
methods of taxation, is sending out
circulars to the various uonimercial
bodi.el of the state, and also the va-
rious town and city ollicials in the
state, suingooting that they homed-
iatoly prspars to take ad vantage of
the atneudinent.
The circular sets forth the advan-
tages of the amendment to all cities
*IC towns, and seeks to develop in-
terest in the matter for the benefit of
the entire state.
The city of L,3uisvil1e will natural-
ly be among the first to make appli-
cation to the legislature for an en-
abling net and it is desired that oth-
ers follow along the same lines, so
that all might be benefitted alike.
Nothing has yet been said or done
In Hopkinsville in regard to taking
advantage of the amendment.
GREAT OPPORTUNITY.
Elgin Offers Chance to Save
Money Which Does Not
Come Often.
When one can buy gold dollars for
fifty cetita, It is natural to think they
, are counterfeit. put when a reliable
--44sieese man/Cells you that if any
onadmPflektiteeere chillar, he will return
what you paid f ,tt it, confidence is
established at once.
It is in just this way that Elgin,
JEWISH FESTIVAL
WILL BE CELEBRATED
THIS WEEK.
Feast of Dedication Will Be
Observed In the
Homes.
The Jewish people of this city are
osilpbrating the Feast of Dedication
q Hanukah, which is one of the
Most memorable festivals in the
Jewish calendar.
The feast lasts eight days and Is
quietly celebrated by Jewish fami-
lies in their homes, no services being
held for this festival In the temples
Although it is one of the most
memorable of Jewish religious &net-
eersaries, it is a minor holiday com-
pared with the Feast of Tabernacles,
Passover and others.
The celebration of this festival
commemorates the restoration of the
Jewish religion from the hands of
Aitiochus, the Syrian ruler, who, as
is iitated in the bible, wanted the
Higbrews to abandon their religion
and accept the Gre3k religion and
went to work to carry out his de-
crees by making them worship idols.
Aritiochus found an able antagonist
in this attempt in Mattathias, an el-
derly Hebrew, who told his follow-
ere that rather than give up their
relligion they should fight to the
delth.
lilattatWas died before anything
cokild be done towards the saving of
th4 religion, but he had five sons
who were inspired with the same
spilrit of their father and under Judas
Mai !ominous, the eldest of the five
soils, who heoaine their leader, the
Je*s otinquered the Spans in every
battle.
SUES FOR KEEPING
Asylum Wants to Collect
From James Conley.
The Western Kentucky Asylum
for the Insane has filed a suit in the
Daviess circuit court against James
Conley and the Central Trust com-
pany his committee to recover $375
which it is alleged is the cost of his
keeping while an inmate of the insti-
,
tutIon. Conley is the owner of two
traits of land in Daviess county con-
sisting of eighty-seven acres. Judg-
medit is asked for the sale of the
land, the funds to be used in paying
the debt of $375.
PROCTER DEAD.
(Special to New Era,)
WASHINGTON, Dec. 14.---John
R. Procter, president of the United
Sti+s Civil Service Commission and
fortner state geologist of Kentucky
the upular druegist, is selling Dr. died here yesterday after a few hours'
Hewarit's specific for the cure of illness of angina pectoris.
ytietiliation and dyspepsia, offering
ie regular fifty cent size of this cel-
//touted remedy at half price, and
agreeing to return the money if it
dile* not give perfect satisfaction
bed do all that is claimed for it.
'nit% is your opportunity, and one
iieh does not ciime often. Do not
eeeleet it. Dr. tioward's specific
will cure constipation, will regulate
digs-shun, will restore the liver to
natural action. If it did not, Mr.
E gin could not offer to refund the
Homey unless it performed just what
'tie clainis for it.
So great is the demand for this
s,.-eine that Mr. Elgin has been able
to secure only a limited supply, and
• iould take advantage of this
lay today and call upon ,him
26 cents, and get sixty doses
eat medicine ever made, on
cial half price offer. with his
it glittrillitee to refund the
•y it it does not cure.
-w18.
Cure a Cold in One Day.
Laxative Bromo Quinine Tab-
40.11 druggists re,fnucWoit rocinv
Malls to cure. E. W. ()rove(' sig-
ure is on each box. 215o.
41111440$1441kW........
1 •
FLACK FAVORS
Introduction of Bill Taking
Tax Off Tobacco.
A despatch from Washington to
the Courier-Journal says:
Mr. E. M. Flack, of Hqpkinsville,
who is in the city attending a meet-
ing of the tobacco growers, called to
see Representatives James, Trimble,
Smith, Stanley and Hopkins tonight
to discuss the introduction of a bill
calculated to relieve the tobacco pro-
ducer. Mr. Flack favors the intro-
ductlon of a bill cutting off the tax
of cents a pound on tobacco as a
means of hitting the trust.
It is believed that the Trimble bill
will accomplish this end, though an-
other bill making a specific declara-
tion for the elimination of the tax
maybe introduced.
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
Cleanses and beautifies the hair.
Promotes a luxuriant growth- ,
'fever Walls to Restore Getty
Hair to It. Youthful Qolor.
Cures scalp dialoged hair falling.
and $100 at Drut
6o different games—all new
—one in each package of
Lion Coffee
at your Crocer's.
BADLY
 
HURT.
Mr. Jesse Morris fell from the loft
of his barn near the asylum Satur-
day evening and sustained a very
severe cut on his head. He wms
climbing into the loft to get feed for
his stock when the ec;Adent oc-
curred. His injury is very painful
but is not considered serious.
SCOTT'S EMULSION
makes pale, Olin children fat
and chubby. Overcomes
wasting tendencies and brings
back rosy cheeks and bright
eyes.
It's surprising how quickly
children respond to Scott's
Emulsion. It containes just
the element of nourishment
their little bodies need. They
thrive on it.
Even a few drops in the
baby's bottle have a notice-
able effect for good. Nothing
better than Scott's Emulsion
f9r growing children.
Well mil you e *ample free upon request
fICOVT4 POW N14, 09 Pearl Street, New York
Eardwic
Xmas
Goods
Of All
Kinds.
Our store is always headquarters
for holiday goods.
You can find anything 3ou want
for your mother, father, brother,
sister, sweetheart or friend.
We don't mind showing goods and
will deem it a special favor if you
will come to see us and assure 3 ou
that your vieit will be a pleasent
visit for you
COME WITH THE
CRO D, WE WANT
TO SEE YOU.
All goo is are exactly Es repre
sented, and prices the lowest.
Perfect satisfactios to every cus-
tomer.
Special Prices on
Pianos Till January 1.
Cash paid for old gold and silver.
We bell diamonds cheaper than
any dealer and guarantee each stone
as represented.
See Our
Fine Um-
brellas.
Ilardwick
v. PERSONAL qr
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
Messrs. E. U Cunningham and H.
H. Porter, of Nashville, are III the
city.
Mr. F. W. Wolfe, ot Louisville, is
in the city,
Mr. Edward B. Lindsay, of Elkton,
is in the city.
Mr. C. E. Jones, ot Cadiz, is in the
city.
Mr. H. '1'. Heggerman, of Bowling
Green. was here today.
Mr. D. B. Sanders, of Paducah,
spent yesterday in the city.
Mr. Starling Thompson, of Padu•
cab, was here yesterday.
Miss Hula Drake has returned to
her home at Kirkinansville after a
week's visit to !Heads and relatives
in this city.
Mr. Jared Renshaw has returned
from Louisville, where he has been
attending college, end will spend the
approaching holidays here.
NE IN CHAPLAIN.
Famous Edward Everett Hale
Is Chosen.
(Special to New Era)
WASHINGTON, Dec. 15.—The
Republican senators, at a caucus, de-
cided upon Rev. Edward Everett
Hale, of Boston, as chaplain of the
senate, beginning Jenuary 1.
Remember the absent dear ones
at Xmas and give them a year's sub-
scription to the New Era.
Dividend 35.
ammlibm. 41•••••••••
At the semi•annual meeting of the
board or ttirestnre of the Crescent
Co,, a divIdahd tot four per
cent (4* ) s as of the
lint eariiinge for the six intititlis end
Ing Nov . nn, I 1/03, tot 551St pity 141) 15 Oh
and after Jamiltry 1, 1904
R. A. Rogers, Seo'y. & Tress.
(13f & w2t
iSII elm snows; NI
14199111 AI6183
Constipation 
And all symptoms and
Results of Indigestion
Absolutely removed by the use of
DR. CARLSTEDT'S
GERMAN LIVER POWDER
Money refunded If you are not pleased
with results; has cured thousands
—why mot you?
Mr. E. II. Hackett, a prominent merchant of
Morganfield, Ky.,was a sufferer for years from
constipation and indigestion, and was prevailed
upon to try Dr. Carlstetit's German Liver
Powder by one whom it had done great good.
He gave it a single trial, when he began to feel
better at once. Troubled with piles. Mr Hack-
ett was surprised to find himself curd of this
most dreaded of bodily ailments. 1 c is now
a well man and does not use any medicine. If
you are afflicted in this manner, give it a trial;
it will cost you only 25 cents, and should it not
Prove as we say the druggist is authorised en
refund your money.
THE AMERICAN PHARMACAL CO..
Evansville. Ind.
 vama. 111
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Che
New York World.
Thrice-a-Week Edition.
READ WHEREVER THE ENG-
LISH LANGUAGE IS
SPOKEN.
The Thrice-a-Week World long ago
established itself in public favor and
it is now recognized as the strongest
publication of its kind in the United
States. Advertisers and publishers
seeking clubbing combinatious—and
VINZZZZZtt ZZZAZ‘z'We
OA
6,4 Into Buying
Don't Be Fooled
Cheap Harness
Get -
GOOD
Leather
In your harness and your money's
worth.
Cheap harness is dear at any price.
We know what 13 best for you and
it you will call and see our large
st )ck of Hand-Made Harness, Bri-
dles, Check Reins, Hip Straps and
Breeching you will see that we have
not tried to fool you. Our trade has
been large and we intend to make it
larger by giving you your money's
worth in anything you buy, Don't
fail to price our goods for we will
save you money.
Lap Robes and Buggies are way
down. Come and see.
F A Yostko
ret
"ed 207, S. Main Street.
SZZ Z-ZZZZ (MZA 
DALTON
MARBLE WORKS,
Marble and Granite.
Dalton, - Georgia.
Agents Wanted.
NEARLY SETTLED judgment against the county Thefiscal court was notified to levy anassessment for the amount of the
bonds. Instead of doing this they
resigned. Never since their time
ARE THE MUHLENBURC has there been found a court that
BOND CASES. would levy the tax all of them re-
signing when ordered to do so. Ti e
owners of the bonds at last decided
Some Holders Lucky Enough to try compromise. This many have
succeeded in doing and some of thtmto Cot I I Cents on
Dollar.
The bond cases against the county
of Muhlenberg are rapidly being set-
tled and before the winter is over
they will be entirely out of the
courts. The case of Frank C.
Guthrie came up in the courts last
week. In this case, says the Owens-
they know best—universally testify boro Inquirer,a demurrer filed to the i
to this. It is widely circulated in original petition was sustained.'every state and territory of the un-
ion, and even in remote South Africa This will probably throw the matter
and on the gold fields in the deserts out of court although the plaintiffsof Australia. These are the things
that t&1.
Next year we have the presidential
campaign, in which all Americans
are deeply interested. Already the
issues are being discussed and the left, the remainder having been Frankfort Chair company with thetwo great pertiee are preparing for
the first moves. You will net want to compromised. It is thought these state. He includes a report of State
miss any details and if you subscribe will be disposed of in the same way. Inspector Hines showing that Audit-now your year's subseriptien will .
or Coulter had failed to turn overSome of these cases have been oncover the campaign from beginning I
to end.
The Thrice-a-Week World is Rbso-
hire of convict laborers. The gover-
checks amounting to $35,000 forthe docket of the United States
political news. Par_ court at every session during theluteh fair hi is
titian biae is liever allowed to affect past twenty years. The war started nor says steps must be taken to col-its news columns, and Democrat and
lect the money at once.
pages truthful accounts of all the
Republican alike can ebiniii in its when the old Elizabethtown and
Auditor Coulter has issued a state-Paducah railroad w:as first construct- i1great political ceeteete.
ment to the effect that when the
Thrice-a-Week World furnishes the
In addition to all the news, the ed. At this time the county voted .i$250,000 worth of bonds to pay for the checks were given the chair corn-best serial fiction, elaborate market
market. reports and other features of line. The people were nearly bank- PanY verbally stated there was notin i crest.
The Thrice-a-Week World's regu- runt and when it came time for the ' money in bank to pay them with,
lar subscription price is only $1.0oper owners of the bonds to secure the i and that repeated efforts had been
i
year and this pays for 166 papers. We 
..noney due them they found it an i made in vain to secure the money.effer this unequalled newspaper re
the ,‘ eekly Kee The company, he says, is solventtecky New Era to. impossibility. The matter was :
ether one year for $1.50 taken into the courts and in every l and under bond for three times theIThe regular mute-emotion price of
amount of indebtedness.athe two papers is $2 00 case the bondholders were given 
have received as high as eleven cents
on the dollar for the holdings. Oth-
ers have not fared so well. The
three remaining suits in the courts
are finder consideration at present
and it is thought a compromise will
be effected in the near future.
Tlib old Elizabethtown and Padu-
cah railroad has changed hands
many times since the bonds were is-
sued and is now tr.() Illinois Cen-
tral.
are allowed to file an amended pe-
tition. There were originally seven
suits in the courts but only three are
GOV. BECKHAM
FRANKFORT, Ky., Dec. 15.—
Gov. Beckham has sent a communi-
cation to Attorney General Pratt
calling attention to the alleged ir-
regularities in the business of the
iietionetthelbleieriMPqr.-- a.
•
Perunai is recommended by fifty members of
Congress by Governors, Consuls, Generals,
Majors, Cpptains, Admirals, Eminent Physicians,
i Clergymen, many Hospitals and public institu=
tions, and thousands upon thousands of those in
the humbler walks of life.
AsK Your Druggist for a free Peruna
Almanac for 1904.
UNIFORM BOOKS
AND LONCER TERMS OF
SCHOOL ADVOCATED.
Some Strong Recommenda-
tions Made By State Super-
intendent McChesney.
The advance sheets of his report to
the governor and legislature have
been given out by Superiatendent of
Public Instruction H. V. McChesney.
His report will be very Interesting to
patrons of the Hopkinsiille public
schoolS, and common sch4ols gener-
ally.
In the report he suggests that the
general assembly enactia law pro-
viding for a uniform system of text
books for the state, with a:maximum
price therefor. He snys:i
"In addition to the exce4sive price
paid for books urder the present sys-
tem there is another difficiulty. Un-
der the present law each eiounty has
Its own adoption. It. Is pkri4sible that
adjoining counties may hive entirely
different books. Where ;this condi-
tion exists, or where the adoptions
differ only in part. persons movii.g
from one county to the ther must
necessarily lose such o0 their old
books as are not in use In the new
county. It has been urged by per-
sons interested in the defeat of
these measures in the pissz that lo
enact such a law would bfl an unwar-
ranted interference with lie county's
right of self-government. If thi3 be
t:ue, then the state eerttetrated an
school fund.
"The state has fixed the fees a
county clerk shall charge, the com-
mission a sheriff shall receive for
collecting taxee, the times for hold-
ing county and quarterly courts. Are
these infringements on the rights of
local government?"
In his argument in favor of extend-
ing the school year from five to ten
months he says:
"A few years ago Kentucky had
more teachers than schools. The
conditions have been reversed arid
there are now more schools than
teachers. Quite a number of coun-
ties this year have a shortage of
teachers, many rural districts are
not having a fall term. Many of the
best teachers have deserted the pro-
fession. Even if the salary is no
better in the new field, it is for twelve
months in the year, instead of five
The holesale desertion from the
ranks means that teaching, at least
in the rural districts, is becoming less
a profession and more a makeshift."
He says: "It is within the power
of the general assembly to.greatly
improve these conditions without in-
creasing the taxes."
The present fifty cents stste tax is
apportioned as follows: Twenty-two
and one-half cents to general fund,
22 cents to school fund, 5 cents to
sinking fund and one-half a cent to
the state college. He eqiulates that
two cents will be sufficient to keep
the sinking fund intact. This will
enable he general assembly to trans-
fer three cents from the sinking fund
to the schied fund. The general fund
is in such a cooditien that a transfer
of *4 cents could also be made to the
school fund from the general fund.
If these two transfers can he made,
the 5 .ents addition to the school
fut.(' will increase its reveliues, iii
outrage on the ri,;hts of .110 'sovereign •eluding! additional amounts it woold
county' when it decreed that the receive from lianeons s• urv.s
county authorities should not have as a result of the new apportionment,
less than a fly() months term of about $400,000 anniotlly.
school In each district as ii condition He urges the abelishment of the
precedent to receiving the state present trustee system, and Instead
provision made for a county beard
education, elected by the people and
having entire charge of all scho
matters and hiring of teachers, buy-
ing arparatus, supplies, • te.
Fight Will Be Bitter.
Those who will persist la tensing
their ears against the eoorimpti rec.
ominendatioo of Dr King's New Dis-
covery for Consumption, w irl have a
long and bitter fight for 'Deft trou-
bles, if not ended earlier toy fatal
termination. Read what T. R. Bea 1
of Beall, Miss., bee to say: •La. t
fail my wire had every symptom of
consumption. She to. Dr. King's
New Discovery alter ever % thin els
had fail-d. Improovenie t ramp a t
once and four bort es er rirely cured
her." Guarneri-, ii h% L. L. FIgh,
Kiel Co. it: (115 II ore Price
50.! and $1.00 Tr re i free.
OUR POSTURES
 I' • 
KENTUCKY RANKS NINE-
TEENTH IN LIST.
Nearly Two Million Dollars
Received Through State's
Offices Last Year.
Accordfng to the annual report of
he fourth assistant postmaster gen-
ral the number of presidential of-
dces in the state of Kentucky of the
.irst class is four, second class 15,
lard class 58. The number of fourth
.dase offices in the state is 8,192. Of
chis number 607 are money order of-
flees. While the state ranks twelfth
in population it ranks nineteenth in
uumber of presidential postoffices.
Kentucky ranks third in the number
if fourth class postoffices, the aver-
rge compensation being $107.93, the
,owest, average of the states and ter-
ritories. The gross receipts of the
Kentucky postoffices last year was
$1,812 073. The average amount ex-
pended per capita was eighty cents,
he state ranking forty-second of the
states and territories in this respect.
On the subject of rural free delivery
the report shows that during the past
tiscal year the number of petitions
filed was brought up to 489. The
number of routes established was
189. The number of petitions pend-
ing is 208. The number of pieces of
mail of various classes delivered on
rural routes in the state was 2.903,-
695. The number of pieces of mail
collected on the furs' routes through-
out the state was 579,500. • The esti-
mated value of postage on matter of
!various classes delivered on routes
from January 1 to June 1 was $22,-
079. The average number of houses
on routes is 153, population 709, boxes
70, average cost per route per year
$599.45. Up to November 1, the num-
ber of routes established in the state
had been 254.
Cures Blood Polson,Cancer,,
• Ulcers, Eczema, Carbun-
cies, Etc , Medicine
Free. 
Robert ‘Varrt, (13 .
'-I suffered troin b... ti pl)1441 111, )11
head, inc.. d Nwere OW
mass of corruptioe, seheslii bones
and joints, burning, ii seet.m.
skin, is am all run doown Ned deeiier
aged, but Botanic Bleed 13 din cure,
me perfectly, healeo all the sori s
and gave my skin the rich -glow of
health. Blood Balm pot flew life
irto my h.A.aal and oew ambition int,.
my braio." (ho A. William.", Rex-
bury, face cover d ir.h pirni lee,
chronic sore on bac,: oot he 41. stir per-
ati-g swollinv o c , ealing tile' r
on leg, belie I tt lust
perfecth by B.0-.1 je elm—
sores all lies,..11. Ho a' is. Blood
B .1, co res all ma on trot.;
Wes. surto ft.‘ ..1.7.•-• 1. 1•Cllif; $1141
scale', 
-, to g - ores, cat-
scrotii i,,,
advis -41 fit' nil o ,b-tio.a.o t;oso-s that
have retie, no. F •• ..eeie 11 oor rid/.
ssage. I Tug $1. • o prove it
ciii !..P11111)1' 1st ei.I 13••liii 1,:ee I
fr'e 811(1 pr• by 'king Blood
.• I.. ` n (1 Di scribe
IV' 11131P 141.il 4- 1 !. 1..4 ; 'p al.V4oll I iC1• sent
111 ..eal.qt lot.,
Fie! ; r.'4(,' 011.111 114
ta• 'r ••, L • t• lid Blum
• I
Kill t,‘o bir-s with One a'011V
Sell11 the Ne% Ern to some "lie gs as.
Xmas present and get chances in I he
contest yourself.
When 5 on want a pleasant purga-
tive try Chamberlain's Stomach and
Liver Tablets. They are easy t.
take and produce no nausea, griphe
or other disagreeable effect. Fo
sale by L. L. Elgin.
*44
Revolution Imminent.
A sure sign of approaching revolt
and serious trouble hi your system s
nervouseess, sleeplessness or ivon•
aeli upsets. Electric Bitters will
quickly dismember the t:oublesi.me
causes. It never fails to tene rie
regulate the kidneys anii
bowels, stimulate the liver and clar-
ify the blood. Run down systems
berefit particularly and all the
attending aches vanish _miler it
searching and thorough eti-cti‘e-
ness. ElectrIc'Bittets is only boesiii.
that is returned if it don't give sat is.
faction. Guaranteed by L. L. E'git
and Cook & Higgiims.drugglsts.
FLASH
THE
NEWS
across the world
that it may be
seen by suffering huinixnity
where.
every.
Ito Plant
the most marvelous medical discov-
ery the world has ever known, will
quickly and permanently cure
RHEUMATISM, CALARRH and
all BLOOD DISEASES—IL strikes at
the very root or the disease—by
driving the poison from the blood—
and replacing it with pure rich blood
—DISEASE can not EXIST when
the BLOOD is PURE. LIFE PLANT
makes it so, then nature does her
part and disease is soon forgotten in
the enjoyment of perfect health.
Our guarantee is—NO CURE NO
PAY.
Mrs. Chas. Spach, of Fifth fit.. New
Philadelphia. 0„ says:-For three months
I bad rheumatism in a very severe form.
My feet tere so badly swollen that they
felt a-a ii I were standing On needles.
Could walk only with great difficulty and
severe pain. The pain was so severe as
to give many sleepless hours at night. I
was a great surierer. Could find no re-
lief until I took LIFE PLANT. Two
bottles cured me. I cannot say too
much for it.
MFG. ONLY BY
THE LER6 PLANT CO.,
CANTON, 0.
414a0 lga. :0114t43°1•24°.t
401/610AriMii\SSM-MiSV4Mikiteicti4,
hiCOUNGr'S
HOLIDAY
Gr OODS!
•
•
One of the largest and best assorted stock of
CHINAWARE ever brought to the city. Also
VASES, JARDINERES. SALAD BOWLES,
WATER SETS, LAMPS and many pretty de-
signs in plates, dm, all seasonable and useful as
holiday gifts,
TOY DEPARTMENT!
Owing to the very large stock in our store rooms
we have rented the store room next to our pres-
ent stand for the LARGE SHIPMENT OF
TOYS and this department will be full of pret-
ty thiLgs to please the children. Don't fail to
Visit Santa Claus' Headquarters
We can please you and will take pleasure in
showing you our goods.
Call or Phone 185-3.
GEO. W. YOUNG,
No. 107, Main St. Hopliinaville. Ky.
8,101wiN volt rEiN
All we ash
of you
is to come to our store and take a
look at our Holiday line and we
feel sure you can find something
to suit you. Books, Pictures. Cut
Glass, Dresden China, Gold, Sil-
ver and Bronze Candelabrums,
and Candlestices, Hand Mirrors,
Ink Stands and almost anything
you could wish to give for Christ-
mas preset, t.
Come and look!
HOPPER St KITCHEN.
vor."..'• . • •
What to Get
For Christmas?
Sef--
Is jut DOW tbe questiol everybody :s asking.
Come and look through our stock of
Rockers, Parlor Tah!es, Ped-
e.stials and Odd Pieces
They Will Help
YOU TO DECIDE
Something of this kind will not only be appre-
ciated now but every day. In anticipation of the
largest hoFday trade we have ever bad we have
increased our sleek of ,Furniture, Carpets and
Rugs until it is tecond to none.
We take a pride in showing you around.
Koch Furniturc Co.,
9th St., Near Main.
House Work Is Hare Work without GOLD DUST
ossmitioillisil1nealsOlsonsisisessessoaessitaeate34114114114de
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IALMAGE
SERMON
Oft
By Rev.
FRANK DE WITT TALMAGE, D.D.,
Pastor of Jefferson Park Presby-
terian Church, Chicago
Chicago, Dec. 13.—In this sermon the
01_ pre a e her defines the qualities of friend-
ship and points out the test wnereby
we may distinguish the true from the
false. The text is III John, 44, "Greet
the friends by name."
Etymology is the historian of lan-
guage. It is the huge warkirobe in
which are hung up the verbal gar-
ments, ancient and modern, with which
Thought has been and is accustomed to
clothe herself. It is the international
and interracial laboratory in which
one alphabet is seen to a more or less
extent to be in harmony with all other
alphabets, the same as the study of
biology proves that the physical struc-
tures of all living creatures, both ani-
mal and vegetable, have been evolved
primarily from the same plan. Thus
we find that as social styles in dress
change so the verbal garments for one
thought are sometimes discarded, and
aisicw thoughts are found to be wearinge castoff verbal clothes of other
Alights.
"'The ancient word "barbarian" had
an entirely different significance from
Its meaning iv the present day. When
I say to you, "He is a barbarian," you
Immediately picture a savage, a brutal
sinnibal, a black skinned roamer of the
frican forest or a Malay murderer,
ho wohld as willingly cut out your
vart as a hawk might plunge his
efooked beak into the vitals of a dove
or a helpless fawn. But when Paul
te in his epistle to the Romans, "I
a debtor both to the Greeks and to
the barbarians," he meant he was a
debtor to those who were not living
under C sar's jurisdiction. He used
the word "barbarian" in the same sense
as the Chinese now use it. "Among
41e Chinese," writes the lexicographer,
"one who is not a Chinaman, and es-
pecially a European or an American, is
commOnly spoken of as a 'western bar-
barian." " The ancient word "wit" was
originally derived from the old Saxon
'very "witan." which meant "to know."
In ancient language "a wit" meant "a
knower," one versed in knowledge, an
erudite man. The modern word "wit"
signi#es a humorous entertainer, a
"funny" man. The ancient word
"heathen" meant one who lived outside
the intellectual cities. The modern
word "heathen" is now applied to a
person ignorant of the gospel. The
Spanish word "caballero" originally
meant 'a man who traveled on horse-
The modern word "caballero"
means "a gentleman." The Spanish
word "peon" originally meant "one
who goes on foot." The modern word
"peon" means "a peasant." Now, the
simple fact is, in modern Spain many
a gentleman goes on foot and many a
peasant rides.
Meant of "irrioad."
Thus we also find that the word
"friends" of my text has an entirely
different meaning from what the casual
reader might at first suppose. The
modern word "friend" in popular dis-
course means an acquaintance, one
with whom we can socially pass a
pleasant hour, ...one who is upon our
calling list, one who invites us to his
home as we
 
may invite him to our
daughter's wedding party for his com-
pany. But in ancient times the Bib-
lical word "friend" had a deeper, ho-
lier meaning. It meant one who in the
truest and purest sense had his life
wrapped up in our life. As John Wes-
ley gave the definition, "It meant one
—who was bound to us by self sacrifice
and the blood relation of the atoning
cross." It meant a Christian brother.
The modern definition of the word
"friend" is as different films the Bib-
44--Meal as a wolf traveling around in
sheep's clothing is at heart different
from a lamb. -The frieuclship of most
men in these days," wrote John Spen-
cer, "is like some plants in the water
which have broad leaves on the surface
'of the water, but scarce any root at
II; like drums and trumpets and en-
- 
'
s in battle, which make a noise and
Dhow, but act nothing." Therefore,
pan and woman, in this sermon I
;hid try to describe for you who are
)ur true friends and also show you
hether you are true friends to others.
From amoog the scores and hundreds
of your acquaintances I would single
ut a few noble spirits whose love you
ht to cultivate and whose affections
e should treasure in the holy of ho-
lies of your most innermost heart.
The Divine Friend.
The true friend, in the first place, is
always the one who loves the Lord his
God with all his heart and soul and
iind before he tries to love his brother
is himself. He is the one who would
ganslate into his own life in a spiritual
othense the oft quoted advice which Po-
Ionius gave to his departing son La-
ertes, "To thine own self be true, and
It must follow as the night the day
thou canst not then be false to any
man." He is as brave and noble in his
jr,s0n4pn to his Divine Friend, first of
71I, as was the late Christian gentle-
Man. senator and secretary of state,
Hamilton Fish. One night he was din-
ing out with a senatorial colleague, who
inh.de an irreverent remark in referenee
to Jesus Christ. At first Mr. Flab look-
'd surprised and then pained at the
'asphemons laughter of his political
Iodate. Then he turned and quietly
firmly said: "Senator, you must
m me for what I am about to say.
must request you to desist from
dog any such remarks in my
sence. I firmly believe in Jesus
riot as the Saviour of the world. Of
illblixelk I am a member, in my
# t t
1
nouse 4 try to honor him, and in his
!Pith I expect to die. If you care longer
to clan* me as your friend, then in my
presence, at least, you must make no
slurring remarks against one whom I
look uppn as my best of all friends."
ti trtie earthly friend must, in the
first pl, ce, be a true friend to his Heav-enly1 
F etich as was Isaac Newton. He
so impliessed every one with whom he
same to contact with his noble loyalty
to his 
I
DIvine Master that when his
friend. !the great philosopher, Gottfried
Leilmitt, was dying he cried out again
and again in his last sickness, "0 thou
God of Isaac Newton, have mercy upon
me!" :Sind yet, strange to say, there are
scores Of us who seem to think that
our true friends can be true to us while
being uhtrue to their better selves. If
they drink with us because we get
drunk find gamble with us because we
gamble;and sinfully fritter away their
lives because we, as spendthrifts, are
squandering ours, we call them friends
—true friends. As Lord Melbourne, the
British i prime minister, once brutally
.expressed this sentiment: "I do not call
a man a friend who merely stands by
me when I am right. But I want a.
friend Who is willing to stand by me
and uphold me in political life even
when he knows that I am wrong."
The True and the False.
A true friend in the Biblical sense is
never ubtrue to his God or to his better
self. "Well," says some one, "how am
I to know whether a friend is first true
to God before he is true to me?" Oh,
my brother, you need never have put
that question to me. You know intu-
itively ithose among your associates
who are always true to God without
my telling you. A prominent eastern
newspaPer man who for years was de-
tailed * the Albany correspondent of
a great i New York daily told me that
every year the lobbyists divided the
New York legislators into three distinct
classes.: First, there were those who,
like Csesar's wife, were above suspi-
cion. They were honest through and
through, No man would dare approach
them with the idea of offering them a
bribe. They would not dare to ap-
proach them with a dishonorable pro-
posal any more than they would dare to
ask the president of the United States
to appoint a minister plenipotentiary to
England for the consideration of a
$5,000 check or they would dare ask
King Edward to create William Wal-
dorf Astor a member of the house of
lords for a bribe of $1,000,000. The
,
second l class at Albany were the
"doubtful legislators." They might be
bribed if the money offered was big
enough and they thought they would
not be found out. The third class were
the men who were there to sell their
votes to the highest bidders, no matter
who those bribers might be or how
much the iniquitous railroad corpora-
tion might desire to defraud the com-
mon people, whose interests those leg-
islatorsi had taken a solemn oath to
protect I Likewise in everyday life
each mgn comes in contact with three
distinct classes of associates. First,
there are those men and women who,
like Csettar's wife, are above suspicion.
They are true men; true to themselves
and ft-n.0 to their God. You would no
more dare tell a vile story before them
than you would dare tell such a filthy
story to your Christian mother. Next,
there are the "doubtful friends." They
might or might not be open to a wrong
proposition. Then there is the third
class of men—those whom you know to
be what they ought not to be and who
make a boast et their sins.
Choose Associates Carefully.
Practical advice for this classifica-
tion: From the had men turn away
your face with firm resolve. You can-
not associate with scoundrels without
you yourself becoming a party to their
infamies. With the "doubtful class" of
associates be very chary of your friend-
ship. Never allow any one to enter the
Inner chambers of your heart until he
has proved his virtue and nobility be-
yond all doubt.
The man who hails you Tom or Jack
And pt•oves by thumps upon your back
His itcnse of your great merit,
That rtizin must be a friend indeed,
A treaOured friend you must believe,
To pardon or to bear it.
The third class of your acquaintances
rep rese
he lino
rsho ar
as God's noblemen. These can
hered among the blessed few
spiritually trying to make the
mc.-A o it of their lives. These seek,
these ttust. these bind to you by the
unbrenitable ties of affection. - These
cherish all throuph life, up to the brrtik
of -the brave. These are the kind of
Biblical friends to whom the apostle
John sent his gospel salutation. The
true friend corrects his brother's faults
as well, as commends his virtues. He
warns him of a moral danger, as he
would warn his fri2nd of a physical
danger if on a winter's day he saw him
skating too near an alrhole in the ice
or if While boating upon the river he
saw Iffin rowing- too near the danger-
ous data or if he saw him bathing too
near the "sea puss." toward which the
treacherous undertow was trying to
drag him. The Ten Commandments of
Mount 1S'1nal which God, with his fin-
ger for. a pen, wrote upon leaves of
stone, Ore filled. with "thou shalt
nots." Therefore one of the great mis.'
sious oil true friendship is. as Paul de-
scribed kt. to "reprove, rebuke," as well
as to "khort, with all long suffering
and doiitrine."
"No, ho." says some one: "I do not
agree with you at all. I believe it is an
enemy !whose mission is to point out
faults. :The true mission of a friend is
to ems:lunge and commend virtues.
Alas. bsi, bitter experit nee I have found
out the !truth of this statement. some
years n'go three of ine 'friends and I
entered Otto an ugreere•nt. They were
at that time may dear elt friends. Wo
decided that we would meet at least
once a week, end for multed benefit we
would tell each other i tho criticisable
things We bad seen or heard about each
other. We entered into this agreement
purely for the purpose of correcting
each otbees faults. We bad just two
such proposed meeh.ogs and then betake
up in a big row. We have never been
the same to each other since. No talk-
ing -to me about a friend's faults! If
my friends have faults they must be
told about them by some one else." 0
my brother, you are wrong; you are en-
tirely wrong. A friend, a true friend,
should be able to come to a brother as
a loving mother could to her wayward
child and tell him of the moral mis-
takes he is making. This does not
mean, as some people suppose, that the
true mission of friendship is to gather
up all the mean and contemptible say-
ings which have been spoken about one
and then retell them to his brother. No
bouquet of fragrant beauties can be
collected from among the stinging net-
tles and the poisonous ivies growing
knee deep in the stenchful swamps. I
once had one of those so called friends
who thought the chief mission of his
life was to fling at me all the criticisms
and the hypercriticisms he ever heard
spoken against me and my work. He
kept me in hot water all the time. Un-
til I stopped associating with him he
made me doubt whether I did have any
one who ever loved me or my family.
A Mission of Love.
But though the mission of true
friendship consists not in peddling evil
reports it does have a mission in lov-
ingly and tenderly correcting the
wrongdoings of our dear ones. Johann
Goethe, the most famous poet and dram-
atist of German literature, once ex-
pressed this beautiful thought: "When
we are young we think we shall build
palaces for the gods, but at last we are
glad if we have dug away .some of the
rubbish at our feet." Ah, that state-
ment is true! When we are young we
have an ambition to reform the whole
universe, but when we grow older we
have narrowed down the hope of our
life to this simple desire: We hope that
we may live right ourselves. We hope
that we may be able to remove from
our friends' paths some of the impedi-
ments over which we ourselves have
stumbled. We hope to do the same as
Forbes Mitchell did during the awful
siege of Lucknow. After he was near-
ly blown to pieces by a powder maga-
zine concealed within the residency by
the sepoys he immediately warned his
English friends lest they might heed-
lessly. run into the same danger. And,
my brother, mark this: If you are not
gratefully willing to be corrected in a
moral fault by a true friend then you
are not fit to have any Christian man
for a close associate.
The true friend is one who rejoices
with us in our successes as well as
sympathizes with us in our failures.
"Oh," you say, "that is a universal.
self evident desire. There is no danger
of any friend not rejoicing with us
when we succeed in life. The only dan-
ger is that these friends will turn their
backs upon us when we are defeated."
Steady, brother, steady. I am surpris-
ed at your answer. I am amazed, first,
that you are such a poor analyzer of
human character and, secondly, that
you have not found out. the error of
your belief by personal experience.
The Demon of Envy.
Ready are you to grant that enemies
rejoice at our overthrow and are sorry
at our triumphs. But in one sense
many of our acquaintances are actuat-
ed by the same motives. When tripped
up in the race of life many of our
friends are ready to say: "Poor fellow!
Is it not too bad that my friend So-and-
so failed in business? Is it not too bad
that John lost all the money he inherit-
ed from his father?" But they often
sympathize with us in the self compla-
cent way which, translated in the ordi-
nary language of life, means: "It is too
bad, but if John had only been as
smart as I am he would never have
lost his money. Now he is just as poor
as the rest of us, and he can no longer
live in a fine house or have his daugh-
ter taking music lessons or his son go
to college." But let a man make a suc-
cess; let him strike a big profit in a
real estate investment; let him have a
$5,000 income when we have only
$1,000 end it will take a mighty on-
slaught of Christian grace in our hearts
to throttle the demon of envy gnawing
within our breasts. Jonathan was a
true friend of David. He loved the
' poet
-statesman, the shepherd boy war-
rior. in spite of the fact that David
and not he, the natural heir, was to sit
upon Saul's throne. Many a poor man
ceases to love his brother merely be-
cause that brother can now ride while
he himself is compelled to walk. Why
do I state this truth? Because, my
bearer, I want you to realize the reason
fou.dislike some of the friends of your
youth. It is not because they are un-
true to you but you are untrue to them.
Lt is not because you have made a fail-
ure that they refuse to have anything
to do with you. It is because they
have made a success that you refuse to
have anything to Co with them. Oh,
the poisonous fangs of Satanic envy!
It is a fiendish enemy. whi
o
ch does its
deadly work in the poor man's hut as
well as in the rich man's palace.
Remember the Absent.
The true friend is never "out of sight,
out of mind." His love can he likened
to the trembling movements of the
magnetic needle. No matter which
way the ship turns, that needle always
turns toward the north pole. No mat-
ter which way the true friend goes,
his heart's needle always points toward
his absent brother. It. can be likened
to the (ehoing voice of the phonograph.
Some years ago when one of the arctic
exploration parties set sail from its
home harbor the captain of the ship
carried In Ills cabin a phonograph Into
which Ilia wife and little children had
seal :en los in g iii esettgem. Thus w hen
the en pta In laid reached the home of
the whale mid the polio. bear, had
reached the Land of the lidniglit Sun.
Land of the Midnoon Darkness, he
heard t here the voices of his dear ones
speaking as they were accustomed to
do in his own sitting room. The pho-
nograph of the heart should have a
faultless memory. No matter what we
do or how we should be absent from
our friends, we should still be able to
hear the old voices and, as in a family
album, be able to see the dear, loving
lips just ready to speak.
But, oh, how easy it is to forget our
absent friends! How easy to get care-
less about sending the tender saluta-
tions of affection which St. John sent
to his beloved Gains when he wrote,
"Greet the friends by name!" How
easy when sickness comes or death
comes into the home to neglect the
written words of sympathy! When
we are afar off, how easy amid pressing
cares not to send the letter of encour-
agement and advice and warning
which would help keep that young
man from turning to the left into the
path of sin when he should keep
straight in the narrow path of virtue!
My brother, are you doing your duty,
your Christian duty, to that absent
friend? You know you had a mighty
influence for good when you were by
his side. Shall you drop that influ-
ence for good merely because you can
not touch his hand or appeal to him ex-
cept through the influence of the writ-
ten page?
Stronger Than Death.
True friendship is proof, also, not
only against absence, but survives
death itself. The widow of your friend
and his fatherless children, his brother
and sister and all whom he loved will,
if you are a true friend, have claims
on you which you will recognize. When
David became king of Israel, one of the
first things he did was to send mes-
sengers through the length and breadth
of his kingdom to see if there was any
of Saul's family living to whom he
could show kindness, for his friend
Jonathan's sake. One was found, a son
of his dead friend. He was a cripple,
and David took him and made pro-
vision for him in his palace. He did
this for the sake of his dead friend.
0 brother, is there in your life a friend-
ship that death has sundered? Was
there some Jonathan who loved you
and whom you loved? Was there one
who helped you when you were .start-
ing in business or who stood by you in
some trouble? Perhaps that friend has
left a wife who needs help, a son who
is struggling with the world, a daugh-
ter who needs protection. Let your love
go out to them in loving service. You
can do nothing for Jonathan dead, but
for those whom he loved better than
his life you may do much. How better
cart you preve yourself a true friend
than by helping them for his sake?
He may be awaiting their arrival in
the land of blessed reunion. Let them
go there to tell him how your love for
him brightened their lives.
Thus the "love Sitar" is not to be a
despised altar. We should love the hu-
man race collectively. We should love
the Lord our God with all our strength
and our neighbor as ourselves. But
that does not mean all the members of
the human family should occupy the
salve sacred thrones in our hearts.
Christ came to save a world, but Christ
again and again wended his way out
of Jerusalem over the Judan hills to
lodge in Bethany with Mary and Mar-
tha and Lazarus, who were his true
friends. Christ came to save a world,
but when be partook of the last sup-
per he gathered about him the twelve.
even though he knewbne of these was
a traitor. Thus you should have your
sacred friefids in Christ. You should
have those sacred friends as Paul had
them and John had them and Peter had
them. We should have those Christian
friends about us who will lift us up
instead of dragging us down—friends
with whom we can laugh and sing and
romp and play; friends with whom we
can while away a vacation, but also
true friends, with whom we can re-
joice in their prosperity, and with whom
we can weep over the casket. and with
whom we can kneel in prayer—true
friends, who are true to us because
they are true to Christ. Thus I bid
you do as St. John commanded Gaius,
"Greet the friends by name." Greet
them collectively. Hold fast to them
as Individuals.
[Copyright, 1913, by Louis Klupselil
Row Russia Watches Tolstoi.
The official attitude of the Russian
government toward Tolstoi is illustrat-
ed in the experience of Lombroso, the
criminologist, while visiting in Moscow
recently. Lombroso, being desirous of
paying his respects to the distinguished
novelist and reformer, telegraphed from
Moscow to Tolstoi, asking for an ap-
pointment. Scarcely, however, had the
message been taken from the room in
the hotel where he was staying than
there came a rap on his door, and who
should be ushered In but the commis-
sionnaire of police! "M. Lombroso. we
discover that you have just telegraph-
ed to M. Tolstoi." "I have. What of
It?" inquired the professor. "But M.
Tolstoi," said the commissionnaire, with
thinly veiled suspicion, "is insane."
"Oh, that's the trouble!" ejaculated the
professor. "None the less, M. Commis-
sionnaire," he added, quick to seize his
opportunity, "I am an authorized phy-
sician and make a study of insane per-
sons." "Ali, indeed!" murmured the
official apologetically. "Monsieur makes
a study of demented persons. I com-
prehen4. Precisely. Monsieur is per-
mitted." With a sweeping gesture of
deprecation, the official took his leave.
Lombroso was allowed to arrange an
Interview without further molestation.
Fair Play In Business.
It is of vast Importance to the future
manhood of this country that scorn of
unfairness should be universal, says a
writer In McClureht Magazine. Above
ell, let it be emitted strenuously to MI-
fithintims In int:deems We are n cow.
mercial people. Our boys must go
into commerce. Our professions are so
mingled with commerce that it Is of-
ten hard to distinguish If they be pro-
fessions. If we are to wink at un-
scrupulousness in commerce then we
are doomed to become a race of trick-
sters and manhood is dead within us.
MoseAwfuillef4d,„L.:4,.,,
Arc sure indications of some form of stomach LI"
trouble, biliousness or a bad liver. Malaria will
next overtake ycu. Don't risk it, and above all, "
don't take calorrcl or quininc--both arc dangerous
HERBINE
has all their virtne-,—.7e-ro of their
deadly effect:. ny....f; )iLf•qi.1: taken
regularly will forozt: ; aches, put
the digest'70 orrI7attu poric,ct coali-
tion, head 01 headaches
liver ills, keep:1.0a ),..1 good health:
TRY 1E' 7,6'CAY.
50o et. Bottle.
afaVaR'm'ph
Relieves Instantly or Money Refunded.
g :40 am Orleans Limited 11:58 p
No 66 Hopkinsville Accom . .8:45 p in No 66 Hopkiusville Accom .6 :00 a m
Nos 52 and 54 connect at St Louis for all points west.
No 51 connects at Guthrie tot Memphis line points as far south as Erin
and for Louisville, Cincinnati and the east.
Nos. 53 and 55 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisville, Cin
cinnati an'i all points north and east thereof. Nos 58 and 56 also connect
for Memphis an -i way points.
No. 92 runs through to Chicago and will not earry passengers to points
south of Evansville, also carries through deepers GO St. Louis,
Na. 93 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, Jacksonville. St. Augustine
and Tampa, Fla. Also Pullman sieepeps to New 0 leans. Connects at
Guthrie for points east aud Wrist.
J. 7,1 HOOE, Aut.
Dr. Jas. E. Oldham
Dr Lula E. Oldham,
t
Graduates American School of Of -
eopathy, Kirksville, Mo. We arc I MADE TO
graduates of the two years' course
(4equired by all reputable schools of
iteopathy) consisting of four terms
of five months each, actual class at
tendance.
Office first house south of Methodist
church. Consultation and examina
non free. Ph me 264.
OSTEOPATHS.
. 
—r•sagIsts.
Sold by Anderson (1E1 Fowl er.
113CATARRH, BRONCHITIS,
And all Throat Inflammations. It Cools.
It Soothes. It Cures.
1041
Sold aaly in 25c., 50c. & $1.00 Bottles. At al good Druggrists.
For sale by Anderson & Fowler and L L Elgin
Cold Weather
Calls for HEATERS, and the best place to buy then-.
heie. We have a nice assortment assortment of OP
Famous H The Cee ta t e(li
Radiant
Home catcrs BUCKS
At Reasonable Prices!
Come in and examine them before placing your orders.
See our line of
Cook Stovesand Ranges!
These stoves are without equal in the Cook stove world
They combine beauty with maxium durabily
and usefulness. Our mottos:
Fair Dealings! Courteous Treatment'
Reasonable Prices!
Planters Hardware Co.,
(INCORPORATED.)
PHONES—HopKinsville 113; Gracey, 174-5
Pembroke connection.
OHMS!
WHITE'S CREAM
VERMIFUCE
most in Quantity. — Beat in Quality.
For 20 Years Has Led all orm Remedies.
ssomir) 3as-sr Xa 1:1X1.171:31r4:3rXISI TM.
Prepared JAMES F. BALLARD, St. Louts.
wwwwm
Sold by Anderson Mt Fowler.
Louisville and Nashville Radroad
TIME CARD. Effective April 13th.
NOR'! 11 . SOU TH .
No 62 St Louis Express  9.50 a in No 51 sSt Louis Express 5:18 pm
No 64 St Louis Fast Mail _9:47 p in No 58 St Louis Fast Mail 5:40 air
No 92 Chicago and New No 91 Chicago and New
Orleans Limited
HAMPT3N FOX,
Attorney-at-Law
And Teacher of Book-keeping, Short
hand and Typewriting. Guarantees
satisfaction to industrious pupils.
Alf+J nitslitti in Nectarine* lucrative po-
sitions.
(Mee. North Main St., Wilts 141k
J. W. SMITH
Veterinary Surgeon.
At Layne & Moseley's stable, 9th
St, Telephone M.
If You Order
MEASURE
CLOTHES
Have your measure taken by prac-
tical tailors, resident representatives
of well known and reliable houses,
agents p.n.s do not leave the city
when goads are delivered and can
sell at 25% less than outsiders who
are peddling samples. Trade with
home enterprise and help out your
own city people.
Suits from $12 to $30
Pants from $4 to $12
Overcoats $13 up.
Ed. J. Duncan
West 7th Street.
•
.a.11
— — —
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BUT T un
Holiday Gifts Early!
Only two more weeks till Christmas and you haven't bought your presents yet. Don't put it off till the
last days when the rush i. on. You won't be half waited on, the stocks will be broken and you'll have to take
something that you don't want. The Big Store is brim full of holiday presents and every one is useful. If you
buy your gift si here there will be no money wasted. Below we suggest a few of the many useful things to be
had here and at prices as reasonable as possible for high grade merchandise to bear.
misirmr 
Clothin
Butchers
Frock
Here's a really newl one,
just out in New York!, and
shipped us byexpres4 yes-
terday. Its called "The
Butchers Frock." It's a
long, graceful fitting, sa-
tin lined coat. It's really
the swellest coat we have
seen this year; worth $20,
take one as a holiday gift
at $17.50
Copyrighted 1902.
Mens H'd'K's
De
No man ever hal too many Handkerchiefs, our stock
is full of bargains at
5c, 10c, 15c, 25c and 50c. %
Umbrellas
A man never had an Umbrella
in the right place without tie had
two, so you can give him one with
all confidence that it will be useful.
Beautiful line, simple elegant han-
dles,
$3 to 7.50
The "Sweater" Muffler is the thing for the boys and
girls, beautiful assortment colors, in wool and silk mixed,
50c to 75c
KIMONAS.
Tennis Cloth Kimonas, the newest wrinkle, a
most acceptable holiday glft, at 5oc and 65c
rtment
MEN'S FINEST IMPORTED
OUR OVERCOATS.
The finest com t suid tin' town this season.
They were reaoy sci‘ers zit $25 all season, as
a holiday gift we throw them out at $20:
Dry Goods Dept
VEL-
$20
LITTLE MEN'S SUITS.
If your wear a 34 or 35 suit you can take
pick of 35 of the very best suits in the house at
Half-Price.
This department is brimful of holiday gifts, suitable
for a gentlaman to give to a lady. Just a few items in this
department acceptable to a lady.
Pair Kid Gloves, high grade at.... 1,00, 1 25 or 1:60
Golf Gloves for ladies, misses and children, 25c and 50c
All colors.
Handkerchiefs at. le to 75c each
Lace Collars at 
 50c to 5.00
Fancy Hose at 
 
 
 25c to 1.50 pairyour C.)rnb and brush, best make.
Carriage or wrist bags, beautiful leathers, 25c to $5 each
Sofa Pillow Tops in all the latest pictures.
Sofa Pillows ready for use, 18x18, at 35c up to
For largest size.
Ladies Purses at 25c to 1.50
Lace and Embroidered Stocks at
KNOX HATS.
He will appreciate a Knox Hat more than any
kina; because they are the best in the world; to be
had here only.
Mufflers
Muffle's this season are like they used to be, useful
and elegant in simplicity; big line,
75c to 1.50 
Neckwear
Elaborate line holiday neckwear in the newest shapes.
If you are undecided what to give him send him a set of
ties, one for eveoing and day wear.
Suit Cases.
Dress Suit cases and grips
are perfectly proper for holi-
day gifts. We hay a large line real sole leather and
Russia calf. At $5 to $12.50
MEN'S SLIPPERS.
loo pairs Men's Sample Sippers, all shades and
styles and leathers,
At $1.25 to $2.00.
CHILDRENS FUR SETS.
A big lot childrens fur sets. The little Miss would be truly glad if
"Old Chris" would put oue of these in her stock. Fine furs and Persian
Lamb. Price
1.00 to 3.50 Set.
MILLINERY HALF IN TWO.
Pick of the entire suck ot Trimmed Hats, both ready
to wears and pasterns, at, half price. None but the latest
found in this department
LAP ROBES.
Some people may not know that we
carry a tremendous line of lap robes.
Anybody who rides in a carriage or
buggy needs one. We buy them di-
rect from the factory and save all
middle men's profit. The patterns
are the newest and prices are mod-
erate.
CARPETS.
If you think of giving her a. carpet
come early enough to a:low us to
make it and have it ready to lay on
Christmas morning.
DANISH CLOTH.
The ladies tiave been calling for
Danish Cloth in all colors. It's here
in all shades and is going in a rush.
CARPET DEPARTMENT.
This department offers the prettiest
and most useful of all holiday gifts.
We have rurrs and druggets in all the
new weavcs and patterns. See them
before you decide on your gift to
wife or mother.
15c to 200 each
RIBBONS!
400071.
4
We suppose our ribbon stock would do credit to a city store, and price - Athat would appeal to tne most frugal. A bit of iion is always bandy.
TOILET SOAP.
We have a large stock of medium price toilet soap sold at prices todraw trade to our Dry Go xis Department. Call for it.
LADIES SWEATERS.
Sweaters make the prettest and most convenient wrap for young ladiesin school. Our line comprises the swellest styles in all colors. For holidaywe offer them at big reductions.
Ladies RcadymMadc Dcpt
Choice of entire stock ladies
Tailor Suits, the latest style and
and fabrics, worth $10 to 3.00, at
1-4 Off.
10.00
Buys choice of all 12.60 and 13.50
Cloaks and Jackets.
•
Pick of all Cloaks and Wraps,
worth 15 00 to 30 00, for
1-4 Off.
Furs. Furs.
Nothing so acceptable to a lady as a fine piece of Fur
and nothing that lasts so long and a more constant re-
minder of the giver. Our assortment is extraordinay and
prices moderate,
75c to 25.00.
Store Is Open Every Night Now Till Christmas!
J. H. ANDERSON
4.ariessaits1,44. %•40.- •
44,0.7
